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Abstract
The present study is devoted to the problem of the onset of instability
in time dependent convective flows of an electrically conducting fluid,
subject to an externally applied magnetic field and to gravity forces.
Linear stability theory is applied to investigate convective flows con-
fined by two rigid walls and opposed by the magnetic field. These mag-
netohydrodynamic channel flows are studied for non-zero magnetic
Prandtl numbers as well as in the inductionless approximation. The
following configurations are considered: the Rayleigh-Bénard prob-
lem, the horizontal layer with longitudinal temperature gradient and
the vertical channel with internal heating sources. The numerical
results are obtained giving characteristic laws by critical values of pa-
rameters, beyond which the flows become unstable. The comparison
is made between these problems for small, but non-zero Prm, with
the inductionless approximation, in order to determine the validity
of that approximation. The analysis of perturbations shows that the
instabilities critically depend on the electrical and thermal boundary
conditions and on the Prandtl (Pr), magnetic Prandtl (Prm), and
Hartmann (Ha) numbers. The instabilities are driven by di↵erent
mechanisms and set in either as two- or three-dimensional modes,
stationary or oscillatory, depending on these parameters and on the
orientation of magnetic field and gravity. New instability structures
are observed in the horizontal layer heated for the side for small ranges
of Prm. The MATLAB code created for the purpose of this thesis al-
lows the study of convective flows in the presence of high magnetic
fields up to Ha = 105 and the asymptotic relations are successfully
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Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) studies the interaction of the flow of an electri-
cally conducting fluid with the magnetic field. This occurs owing to the Lorentz
force j ⇥ B, where j is the electric current density, and B is the magnetic field.
The magnetic field may be either induced by the flow itself (the so-called dynamo
problem), externally applied, which is more relevant to the industrial applications,
or a combination of the two. Similarly, the electric current may be externally ap-
plied, induced by the flow, or both.
The driving force of the flow may be similar to ordinary hydrodynamics of non-
conducting fluids, such as pressure gradient, motion of solid boundaries, gravity,
buoyant convection, etc., or by the electromagnetic means, such as varying mag-
netic field with time (alternating, rotating, or traveling magnetic field). Typical
electrically conducting media include liquid metals, plasmas, electrolytes, molten
semiconductors, etc.
The focus here is on the flows driven by buoyant convection of liquid metals
or molten semiconductors in the presence of a transverse magnetic field, which
occurs in several industrial applications. Here the focus is on two such applica-
tions as described below. Instabilities, transition, and turbulence in such flows
is of fundamental importance as they are known to strongly a↵ect the quality of
the materials produced or heat transfer characteristics of the devices in general.
The successful understanding of these phenomena may be decisive on whether a
particular device or facility is scientifically and commercially viable or not.
1
1.1 Applications
1.1.1 Semiconductor crystal growth
Solidification from the melt is the most common method of manufacturing crys-
tals. Intensive theoretical, experimental and numerical studies have been carried
over the years aimed at improving the crystal quality [1], [2], [3]. As the semi-
conductor crystal growth process needs careful control, a number of sophisticated
techniques has been introduced [4], [5], [6].
The so-called Czochralski method (Fig. 1.1) is used to grow crystals from
Gallium, Silicon, Arsenide and other semiconductors. The process takes place
in a heated circular crucible, where the temperature is carefully adjusted for the
centre of the liquid to be at its freezing point. A seed crystal, positioned axially
above the crucible, is dipped into the melt. The pull rod is then slowly lifted
as the solidification process continues. This method, simple in its concept and
with relatively easily adjustable conditions, allows the growth of large dimension
crystals. The main disadvantage here is a complex pulling mechanism, often
involving rotation, as well as possible asymmetry and uneven dopand distribution,
which is easily a↵ected by flow instabilities and temperature gradients.
The Bridgman method [7] is used widely to grow crystals from semiconductors
and metals, often for crystals grown from volatile materials and volatile dopants.
Here the crucible containing melt is placed inside a gradient furnace. The growth
is induced by moving the crucible through the furnace or by modifying the furnace
temperature (gradient-freeze technique). With respect to gravity, the system can
be either in a vertical or a horizontal configuration (Fig. 1.2). This method,
with easily adjustable thermal gradient, allows good control of the experimental
conditions.
The unsteady convection causes temperature fluctuations, which may lead to
an oscillatory crystal growth and unwanted compositional inhomogenities. Sev-
eral books on the subject [5], [6] give a detailed description of this processes. In
order to avoid the nonuniform dopant distribution a↵ecting the crystal quality,
magnetic fields have been used extensively to suppress unwanted oscillations [8].












Figure 1.2: Schematic diagram of the horizontal Bridgman crystal growth
the induced electric currents a↵ects the flow significantly, damping velocity and
stabilizing temperature oscillations. Thus many attempts have been made to
establish the most e↵ective magnetic field orientation for damping convection.
Series and Hurle [9] reviewed the use of magnetic field in semiconductor crys-
tal growth focussing on the Czochralski method. Several authors studied the
horizontal Bridgman growth under di↵erent intensities of an axial magnetic field,
both experimentally and numerically. Among them Bojarevics [10], Alboussiere
et al. [11], Ben Hadid et al. [12], [13], Kadddeche et al. [14], Aleksandrova [15]
and Molokov [16], etc.
3
1.1.2 Fusion reactor blankets
One of the most important magneto-fluid dynamics applications is liquid metal
blankets for thermonuclear fusion reactors (Fig. 1.3). At temperatures above
108K required for fusion reactors, the ionized fuel must be confined by strong
magnetic fields. The magnetic fields considered here are the highest among all
the engineering applications. The plasma-facing wall (the first wall) is designed
to receive a high heat flux from the plasma, which has to be removed, as wall
temperature must not exceed critical values.
A fusion blanket, situated between magnetic coils and plasma, shields the
coils from high neutron radiation, absorbs the heat flux in the form of internal
heating, and acts as a tritium breeder necessary for plasma production. Liquid
metals, which can be operated at high temperatures, are widely used in blanket
designs. Several concepts have been proposed [4] and tested. In a separately
cooled blanket, liquid metal serves only as a breeder, while heat is removed by
water or helium gas. In self-cooled blankets, liquid metal serves both as a coolant
and a breeder. As all the heat released is removed here by liquid metal flow, high
velocities must be considered. In the third concept of a fusion blanket, combining
the ideas of self-cooled and separately-cooled blankets, the first wall is cooled by
helium, while the breeding zone in cooled by the liquid metal flow.
A review of modeling requirements, existing experimental facilities and test-
ing programs for fusion blankets magnetohydrodynamics has been presented by
Buhler et al. [17]. The challenges of tritium breeding control have been addressed
by Morgan and Pasley [18]. The problems of heat transfer in fusion blankets have
been discussed by Barleon et al. [19].
1.2 Literature review
The early research of MHD convection due to nonuniform heating has been given
by Chandrasekhar in his well-known monograph [20]; see also [21] for subsequent
work. Most of this work has been devoted to a somewhat artificial model problem
for free, perfectly electrically conducting boundaries, which is of little importance
for industrial applications. The main conclusion was that the instability occurs
4
Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of a thermonuclear reactor ITER; the size of the
reactor can be appreciated by comparing with the height of human being shown
at the bottom of the picture
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in the form of stationary cells when the Prandtl number is less than its magnetic
counterpart. The problem for solid, electrically insulating boundaries has been
discussed in detail by Takashima [22] for various values of the Hartmann and con-
ventional, Pr, and magnetic Prandtl numbers, Prm. In particular, he has shown
that for su ciently high Prandtl number, new, magnetic branches of oscillatory
instability exist, and persist up to the values of Ha < 103 even for Prm < Pr.
The problem of stability of natural convection in a cavity with horizontal
temperature gradient, without magnetic field, also received considerable atten-
tion and has been widely discussed by many authors. The main di↵erence here
with the Rayleigh-Bénard problem is that the equilibrium consists of a hori-
zontal basic flow in the direction of temperature gradient. This flow is driven
by pressure gradient induced by the necessity to balance the vertical buoyancy
force by pressure. Hart [23] studied the stability problem in the astrophysical
context by means of linear theory. He first identified a possibility of stationary
transverse and oscillatory longitudinal disturbances, depending on the fluid prop-
erties. Gill [24] investigated theoretically the onset of longitudinal disturbances in
liquid metals and semiconductors, while Hurle et al. [25], in a companion exper-
imental research, observed the oscillatory instabilities in molten gallium. Later
numerical work by Kuo and Korpela [26] showed that two-dimensional modes are
usually less stable. They obtained critical values of parameters for longitudinal
and transverse modes, supporting the linear theory calculations.
Laure and Roux [27] considered cavities with both rigid horizontal surfaces,
as well as with an upper stress-free surface but without the magnetic field. The
linear stability analysis results for di↵erent thermal boundary conditions showed
the competition between disturbances for certain ranges of parameters.
The in-depth study of convection in the horizontal Bridgman configuration
with a constant magnetic field was presented by Bojarevics [10], Alboussiere et
al. [11], Ben Hadid et al. in [12], [13], and Aleksandrova and Molokov [16].
The instabilities in such flows have been studied first in a horizontal fluid layer
by Ben Hadid et al. [12]. The authors performed numerical simulations for a
cavity of finite dimensions with and without free surface. Both analytical and
numerical results show strong dependence on boundary conditions and establish
how magnetic field stabilizes the flow and changes its instabilities.
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Then, the three-dimensional investigation for a parallelpiped cavity with con-
stant horizontal temperature gradient was carried out [13]. Here the numerical
solutions of a flow with distinguished core, Hartmann layers and sidewall regions
have been obtained for three horizontal Bridgman cases: confined cavity, cav-
ity with a stress-free boundary and a thermocapillary-driven flow with surface
tension e↵ects. The results show the e↵ects of magnetic field, applied vertically
and in the longitudinal direction, on the flow. Particularly, for the magnetic field
strength exceeding a certain value, scaling for the Grashof number has been iden-
tified. Most of the investigations mentioned above, however, have been done for
low-to-moderate values of the Hartmann number.
For high values of the Hartmann number, in general, very few investigations
have been performed. For a parallellepiped cavity the only asymptotic analysis
has been preformed by Aleksandrova and Molokov [16], who determined that for
a vertical magnetic field there is a separate flow loop formed by high-velocity jets
involving all the walls parallel to the magnetic field, and including face surfaces
of both the seed and the crystal. These jets have first been observed in a duct
flow relevant to the horizontal Bridgman crystal growth by Bojarevics [10].
To conclude the review, one may note that practically no results exist for the
instability in high magnetic fields, especially when the magnetic Prandtl number
is small but not equal to zero. This thesis may be considered as one of the first
steps in this direction.
1.3 The aim and the structure of the thesis
Although the problem of MHD convection in various configurations has been
studied in some detail by many authors, there are fundamental questions remain-
ing, especially when high externally applied magnetic fields are concerned. The
magnets available in industry become stronger every year, and the question re-
mains whether the the so-called quasi-static approximation (almost exclusively
used in modeling the MHD flows) remains to be valid when the magnetic field
becomes very high. The aim of this thesis is to fill this gap and to understand how
the buoyant flow behaves when the Hartmann number, Ha, which characterizes
the intensity of the field, increases from zero to very high values. Therefore, the
7
problems considered here from the fundamental point of view involve an infinite
fluid layer, being either horizontal or vertical, and the applied magnetic field is
always transverse to the solid boundaries. This allows very accurate analysis of
instabilities by pseudospectral methods, such as Chebyshev collocation.
In Chapter 2 the governing magnetohydrodynamic equations and the bound-
ary conditions have been derived. The equations have been presented in the full
formulation for non-zero magnetic Prandtl number, Prm. Then the inductionless
(also called quasi-static) approximation of these equations has been derived.
The numerical method and its verification on known solutions has been given
in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 is devoted to the classical Rayleigh-Bénard problem in the pres-
ence of a transverse magnetic field for zero and for small but non-zero vales of
the magnetic Prandtl number. The main aim here is to extend the range of the
Hartmann numbers up to 105, which has never been done before, and to com-
pare the results with the known asymptotic expressions for critical Grashof and
wavenumbers.
Chapter 5 is concerned with the instabilities in convection in the horizontal
layer owing to axial temperature gradient, which in the past has been considered
only for small Hartmann number. Four combinations of possible electrical and
thermal boundary conditions have been discussed.
Chapter 6 is devoted to a problem of instabilities in a vertical fluid layer
owing to internal heat sources, which is of great importance to poloidal concepts
of fusion reactor blankets.




Consider a time-dependent, convective flow of a viscous, electrically conducting
fluid in the presence of gravity g. The flow occurs in the presence of a uniform
externally applied magnetic field B
0
, material parameters of the fluid are defined
by the density ⇢, kinematic viscosity ⌫, thermal di↵usivity , thermal expansion
coe cient   and electric conductivity  .
The behaviour of the flow is governed by the set of magnetohydrodynamic
equations combining Navier-Stokes equations of motion of fluid substances, Maxwell
electrodynamics equations and the energy equation. Detailed derivation of these
equations has been presented in [28], [29], [30], [31].
2.1 Fluid dynamics
The general fluid dynamics equations are, from the continuum mechanics, the
mass conservation and the momentum conservation equations. The change of
mass in an arbitrary control volume is described by the continuity (mass conser-
vation) equation, where at each point of fluid [30]:
@t⇢+r · (⇢v) = 0 , (2.1)
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where v denotes the fluid velocity and t is time. For incompressible fluids, such
as liquid metals, the equation reduces to [31]:
r · v = 0 , (2.2)
as in such cases all changes of thermodynamic state variables through pressure
variations are negligible and the velocity field becomes a solenoidal vector field.
The momentum conservation equation can be introduced as an application of
Newton’s second law to an arbitrary control volume [31] and in its general form
may be written as:
@t(⇢v) + vr · (⇢v) + ⇢(v ·r)v = r · ⇡ + f , (2.3)
where ⇡ is the stress tensor and f represents the density of body forces applied
to the fluid. The divergence of ⇡ for moving fluids reads [31], [32], [33]:
r · ⇡ =  rp+ ⇢⌫r2v+ 1
3
r(r · v) , (2.4)
where p denotes pressure and the last two terms correspond to the viscosity
e↵ects. The density of body forces f can be further decomposed into [31]:
f = ⇢fm + fV , (2.5)
where fm represents body forces per unit mass (later, gravity) and fV represents
body forces per unit volume (later, Lorentz force).
The fluid is called Newtonian when the stress tensor depends linearly on the
velocity gradients [29]. For a Newtonian viscous fluid, the conservation of mass
and momentum lead to the Navier-Stokes equation [28], [31], which for the case
of r · v = 0 can be presented in the form:
⇢@tv+ ⇢(v ·r)v =  rp+ ⇢⌫r2v+ j⇥B+ ⇢g . (2.6)
The linear momentum evolution (composed of time dependent acceleration and
the so-called convective acceleration of fluid with respect to space) is given here as
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a balance between pressure forces, viscous friction, Lorentz forces and buoyancy
force, respectively. The Lorentz force j ⇥ B is a consequence of an interaction
between the induced electric current density j and the total magnetic field B.
The last term in Equation (2.6) is the gravity term.
2.1.1 Incompressible fluids and Boussinesq approximation
For liquid metals it is justified to assume incompressibility of fluid, i.e the density
⇢ is considered independent of the pressure p. The conservative description of the
velocity field (2.2) is valid for small density variations, as these di↵erences can be
neglected except where they appear in terms multiplied by gravity, according to
the Boussinesq approximation [30], [33], [34], [35]. The fluid density in the last
term of (2.6) is assumed to be a linear function of temperature T , i.e.
⇢ = ⇢
0





is a reference temperature and ⇢
0
is the density of the fluid at T
0
. The
gravity is strong enough to make the specific weight of fluid particles di↵erent
at di↵erent temperatures. Density di↵erences due to gravity forces cause the
buoyancy-induced convection [28], [30]. Then equation (2.6) takes the form:
⇢
0
@tv+ ⇢0(v ·r)v =  rp+ ⇢0⌫r2v+ j⇥B+ ⇢0{1   (T   T0)}g . (2.8)
2.1.2 Temperature
The fluid flow timescales are very long compared to characteristic times of molec-
ular interactions (1010   1015 times) and the assumption of local thermodynamic
equilibrium can be applied [29], [30]. That is, the following state variables can
be assigned to each point of a continuum system: kinetic pressure p, density ⇢
0
,
temperature T , and entropy per unit mass s.
The energy equation (the so-called convection-di↵usion equation) is a direct




T{@ts+ v ·rs} =  r · h+ ✏ , (2.9)
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where h stands for the heat conduction vector defined as h =   TrT with  T
being thermal conductivity. An additional term ✏ denotes possible volumetric
internal heat sources such as chemical reactions, radioactivity, and also viscous
and Ohmic dissipation.





= 0 , (2.10)
and applying standard thermodynamic relations between the entropy, density,























where cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, a stands for the adiabatic
speed of sound and for simplicity the material derivative D
Dt
= @t+v ·r has been
introduced. Then the temperature equation can be written as:
⇢
0
cp@tT + ⇢0cp(v ·r)T =  Tr2T + ✏ , (2.13)
where the ratio  T/⇢0cp defines the thermal di↵usivity . The temperature equa-
tion describes the balance of the total energy in a volume element.
2.2 Electrodynamics
The fundamental equations governing electromagnetism are Maxwell equations,
namely Maxwell-Coulomb equation, Gauss’ divergence theorem, Faraday’s and
Ampere’s laws [29], [30], [37], written as:
r ·D = q , (2.14)
r ·B = 0 , (2.15)
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r⇥ E+ @tB = 0 , (2.16)
r⇥H  @tD = j , (2.17)
respectively, where D is the electric induction, E is the electric field intensity, H
is the magnetic field intensity and q stands for the charge density.











is the vacuum electric permittivity and µ
0
stands for the vacuum mag-
netic permeability. For an electrically conducting medium, in general:





with " = "r"0 and µ = µrµ0, "r and µr being the relative permittivity and per-
meability of a material considered. For liquid metals, with a satisfying accuracy,
it may be approximated that "r = µr = 1 [29], [31].
In liquid metals and molten semiconductors the displacement current @tD
is negligible [30], [31], as the characteristic velocities are much lower than the










The thermoelectric e↵ects, namely the Thomson, Peltier, Seebeck, Soret and
Dufour e↵ects, discussed in details by [36] and [38], may be neglected in the
context of problems considered here. The e↵ects due to temperature dependence
of density and magnetic field are very weak and the e↵ect of mass transfer on
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heat and charge transfer is negligible. Similarly the Joule heating e↵ect, analyzed
in the context of MHD channel flows by [36], [39], [40], may be neglected, as will
be shown in the following subsections.
Here we assume that the fluid acts like a single species, the electron mass and
the inertia of the electron fluid is neglected, thus the Hall e↵ect may be omitted
in this description [41].
Maxwell equations describe the electric and magnetic fields, E and B, arising
from varying distributions of electric charges and currents. The Navier-Stokes
equations and the Maxwell equations are coupled by the Lorentz force in (2.8)
and by the Ohm’s law for electric currents in the fluid due to the electric field E
and the induced electromotive force:
j =  (E+ v⇥B) . (2.23)
Here the term v⇥B, called the back emf current [42], describes the deviation of
the electric current by the hydrodynamic flow [31], which when interacting with
B in (2.8), decelerates the flow.
In addition one needs to consider the charge conservation (obtained by taking
the divergence of the Ampere’s law):
r · j = 0 . (2.24)
2.2.1 Induction equation
In general, the external magnetic field influences the flow via the Lorentz force
and the flow modifies the magnetic field inside the system [43]. The temporal
evolution of the magnetic field may be derived by combining the Faraday’s law
(2.16), divergence theorem (2.15) and Ohm’s law (2.23) to obtain the induction
equation:






The magnetic field changes due to the two right-hand-side terms representing
convection and di↵usion. Using vector identities, mass conservation r · v = 0
and the divergence theorem r · B = 0, the convection term, representing the
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interaction between the flow velocity and the magnetic field, can be rewritten as:
r⇥ (v⇥B) = (B ·r)v  (v ·r)B, (2.26)
where the right-hand-side terms represent stretching along magnetic field lines
and advection, respectively.
2.3 Scaling and dimensionless parameters
It is useful to transform the governing equations into a convenient dimensionless
form by introducing re-scaled variables and dimensionless parameters. The vari-
ables are scaled by the characteristic length d, temperature di↵erence  T and



























✏ ! ⇢0cp⌫( T )
d2
Q .
Similar scales are used by other authors [28], [37], [44], [45], but other scalings
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are also possible.
From the scales used above, one can construct the dimensionless parameters,






















Prm = µ0 ⌫ , (2.32)










The strength of buoyancy forces is characterized by the Grashof number Gr
(2.28), the ratio of the electromagnetic to viscous forces is defined by the square of
the Hartmann number Ha (2.31), while the Prandtl number Pr (2.29) measures
the ratio of the kinematic viscosity, ⌫ to the thermal di↵usivity, . The Prandtl
and the magnetic Prandtl numbers depend solely on the fluid properties. In
such applications as fusion reactor blankets, semiconductor crystal growth or
electromagnetic processing of materials, mainly low Prandtl number fluids, such
as metals and semiconductors, are considered. In such fluids, heat di↵uses very
quickly compared to momentum (very e↵ective heat conduction).
The magnetic Prandtl number Prm (2.32) is defined as the ratio of the kine-
matic viscosity ⌫ to the magnetic di↵usivity ⌘ = (µ
0
 ) 1, while the magnetic
Reynolds number Rem (2.33) gives the relative importance of the magnetic ad-
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vection compared to the magnetic di↵usion (here v
0
is a characteristic velocity).
The Lundquist number Lu (2.34), combining both Hartmann and magnetic
Prandtl numbers, determines the importance of the resistive di↵usion time. In
the parameters introduced above, the Rayleigh number (2.30), combining the
Grashof and Prandtl numbers, can be recovered.
The dimensionless parameters and scales introduced above allow to conclude
the insignificance of the Joule heating e↵ect. For a flow of Indium Phosphide
(Pr = 0.015,   = 13.8 · 10 6 K 1, cp = 310 Jkg 1K 1) in a channel of width
d = 0.05 m, the ratio of the Joule heating (j2/ ) to the internal heating e↵ects,
scaled according to (2.27), is of the order 10 8 ·Ha2/Gr. Thus the e↵ects of the
Joule heating may be neglected in the problems considered here.
2.3.1 Summary
The resulting set of nondimensional equations governing the motion of the elec-
trically conducting fluid, which will be used below, is:
@tv+ (v ·r)v =  rp+r2v+
Ha2
Prm
(r⇥B)⇥B GrT êg , (2.35)
@tB+ (v ·r)B =
1
Prm
r2B+ (B ·r)v , (2.36)
@tT + (v ·r)T =
1
Pr
r2T +Q , (2.37)
r ·B = 0 , (2.38)






r · j = 0 , (2.41)
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Here êg is the direction of gravity forces and Q stands for the dimensionless
internal heat sources.
2.3.2 Inductionless approximation







is the externally applied magnetic field, and b
0
is the induced magnetic field
due to fluid flow.
If the problem is considered in the inductionless approximation, the flow dis-
turbances of the imposed magnetic field are very small. This assumption holds
in applications where the magnetic Reynolds number is very low Rem << 1. The
induced magnetic field value b
0
is proportional to the magnetic Reynolds number
b
0
' RemB, therefore it may be considered negligible compared to the applied
field [28], [44].
Since the magnetic induction is constant and equal to the applied external
magnetic field B = B
0
and @tB = 0, then according to the Faraday’s law (2.16),
the irrotational electric field can be expressed as the gradient of the electric
potential  , and the Ohm’s law can be written as
j =  ( r + v⇥B
0
) . (2.42)
The resulting set of nondimensional equations, in terms of the velocity v, the
electric potential   and the temperature T , writes here:
@tv+ (v ·r)v =  rp+r2v+Ha2( r + v⇥B0)⇥B0  GrT êg , (2.43)
@tT + (v ·r)T =
1
Pr
r2T +Q , (2.44)
r · v = 0 , (2.45)
r2  = B
0
· (r⇥ v). (2.46)
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2.4 Boundary conditions
In many technological applications the flow is confined by rigid walls and bound-
ary conditions must be applied at an interface. For a viscous fluid in a hydrody-
namically closed system (no fluid can enter or escape through the boundaries) all
the velocity components must vanish at the walls (the so-called ’no-slip’ hydro-
dynamic boundary conditions):
v = 0 . (2.47)
Mathematically this is the case of the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions
[29], [31].
Additionally, electromagnetic and thermal boundary conditions need to be
introduced. In the case of thermal and electromagnetic boundary conditions,
limit cases are here considered here: perfectly conducting or perfectly insulating.
2.4.1 Thermal boundary conditions
In the case of thermally conducting boundaries, where the temperature can adjust
immediately to the temperature at which the walls are held Tw, the boundary
conditions read:
T = Tw . (2.48)
If the walls are thermally insulating, no heat flows across them and the tem-
perature gradient must be zero:
@nT = 0 , (2.49)
where n is the unit vector normal to the wall.
2.4.2 Electromagnetic boundary conditions
In the case of an electrically conducting fluid flow bounded by rigid boundaries,
the continuity of normal and tangential components of the magnetic field B at
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interfaces needs to be assumed:
n · (B Bw) = 0 , (2.50)
n⇥ (B Bw) = 0 , (2.51)
where Bw is the magnetic field inside a solid wall. The continuity of tangential
components of the magnetic field implies the lack of surface currents, which may
be neglected in the timescales considered [29].
For the electrically insulating boundaries, no current may enter a wall and
the boundary condition reads
n · j = 0 . (2.52)
For the electrically perfectly conducting boundaries, in general:
⌧ · j = 0 , (2.53)
where ⌧ is the tangential unit vector to the boundaries. Specific equations gov-
erning electrodynamics inside a conducting wall need to be considered for a given
geometry.
In cases considered below insulating and perfectly conducting boundaries are
considered only.
2.4.2.1 Inductionless approximation, Prm = 0 case
In the inductionless approximation the electromagnetic boundary conditions are
introduced through the electric potential  . Since, according to the no-slip condi-
tion (2.47), v = 0, the Ohm’s law (2.42) reduces at the boundaries to j =   r .
For the electrically insulating boundaries, according to (2.52), the boundary
condition for the electric potential writes:
@n  = 0 . (2.54)
For the electrically conducting boundaries the wall potential is uniform and
can be set to a constant:






We will be interested here in the stability of a convective flow. In order to perform
the stability analysis of a system, first the possibility of equilibrium needs to be
established. Stability is defined as the ability of a system to be immune to small
disturbances [46].
3.1.1 Steady base flow solution
A flow is said to be in equilibrium when it is not accelerated due to the balance
of forces [31], [46]. A base flow solution can be determined by solving steady
equations for a given geometry, together with applied boundary conditions. In





























































Hereafter only channel flows, confined by two rigid walls and with the velocity
profile being either zero or unchanged in the flow direction will be considered.
If there is a base flow in an equilibrium state, such flows are characterised by
one-component velocity profiles, which can only be functions of the coordinate
across the boundaries [28], [46]. For the sake of deriving the general form of
disturbance equations, applicable to di↵erent geometries, layers and channels
considered hereafter will be bounded by rigid boundaries situated at finite values
of z  direction and all the body forces will be acting in the (x  z) plane. Here
(x, y, z) are Cartesian coordinates (Figure 3.1). Notice that the externally applied



















Figure 3.1: Geometries considered: a horizontal layer and a vertical channel
For such flows, which are time-independent, incompressible and parallel, the





(z), 0, 0] . (3.4)
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The assumptions given above lead to further restrictions on the basic profiles
of electrically conducting flows subject to a uniform external magnetic field. For
the flow to be parallel and fully developed, the induced magnetic field must be,
like the basic velocity, independent of the x  and y  coordinates. This gives the





(z), 0, 0] , (3.5)




In order to test whether the equilibrium state is stable, reaction of the sys-
tem to small perturbations needs to be examined. The stability is investigated
here by linear analysis. Assuming that disturbances to the flow are fully three-
dimensional, the flow can be decomposed into the base flow and the fluctuating
component in the following way:
F = F
0
+ f̃(x, y, z, t) , (3.6)
where functions F , F
0
and f̃ are any scalar or vector flow quantities. The super-
script tilde (⇠) indicates a small perturbation component and the zero subscript
stands for the base flow.
Assuming that the introduced perturbation is infinitisemally small one can
linearize the problem (2.35)-(2.37) at the vicinity of the steady state (3.1)-(3.3),
neglecting in further calculations all products of perturbations in comparison with
the other terms. These products result in an order of magnitude smaller terms
and cannot influence other terms to this order of approximation [31]. Thus the
stability can be studied on the linearized system:


































The classical method for solving such a problem is by modal expansion (normal
modes method) [46]. In this case the perturbations can be expressed with Fourier
expansions in the x  and y  directions. This is justified since the extent of the
planes perpendicular to z (defined by x and y) is assumed to be doubly infinite.
Additionally assuming that the time dependence can be separated, the problem
is to find solutions of the type:
f̃(x, y, z, t) = f̂(z) exp{ixkx + iyky +  t} , (3.10)
where kx and ky are the wavenumbers in the x  and y  directions, respectively,
and   =  r + i i is the eigenvalue. Its real part  r is the disturbance growth
rate and  i is the angular oscillation frequency. In general the flow is stable if for
given values of the characteristic numbers,  r is non-positive for all the possible
values of the wavenumbers.
It is convenient to introduce vorticity !̃ = r⇥ ṽ into the problem in order to
reduce the number of variables in the resulting disturbance problem, as will be
shown below.
Substituting the expression (3.10) into the system of equations (3.7)-(3.10)



































ikx}b̂z + {b0ikx + @z}ŵ =  b̂z , (3.13)












!̂z   {@zT0 + i(@xT0)
kx
k2
@z}ŵ =  ✓̂ , (3.15)
where ✓̂ is the disturbed temperature and ŵ, !̂z, b̂z and ĵz are the z components
of disturbed velocity, vorticity, magnetic field and electric current density, respec-
tively. The prime symbol (0) denotes derivative with respect to z. For simplic-
ity the operator D = ik + [0, 0, d
dz
] has been introduced, with the wavenumber
k = [kx, ky, 0]. Additionally eg = ±1 and  xg and  zg, being classic Kronecker
deltas, define the direction of gravity.
Specifically, equations (3.11) and (3.12) have been obtained from the momen-
tum equation (2.35), equations (3.13) and (3.14) from the induction equation
(2.36) and the equation (3.15) from the temperature equation (2.37) in the fol-
lowing ways. The velocity disturbance equation (3.11) is a result of compari-
son between the z derivative of the gradient of momentum equation with the
Laplacian of its z component. The vorticity disturbance equation (3.12) is the
z component of the curl of momentum equation. The magnetic field disturbance
equation (3.13) is simply the z component of the induction equation, while the
disturbed current equation (3.14) have been obtained by taking the z component
of the curl of induction equation. The disturbed temperature equation (3.15) is
a direct result of the governing temperature equation.
The equations (3.11)-(3.15) fully define the stability problem for all geometries
considered below.
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3.2 Boundary conditions for disturbances
With the geometry assumptions made above, the boundary conditions for dis-
turbances can be derived from the general boundary conditions presented in the
section 2.4.
From the no-slip velocity condition (2.47) and the conservation law (2.39), the
mechanical boundary conditions are:
ŵ = @zŵ = 0 at z = ±0.5 . (3.16)
!̂z = 0 at z = ±0.5 , (3.17)
Following the reasoning presented in the section 2.4.1, the thermal boundary
conditions for disturbances are:
✓̂ = 0 at z = ±0.5 for thermally conducting walls , (3.18)
@z ✓̂ = 0 at z = ±0.5 for thermally insulating walls . (3.19)
Concerning the electrical boundary conditions, for the case of the electrically
conducting walls, from the conservation law (2.41) it follows that:
@z ĵz = 0 at z = ±0.5 for electrically conducting walls , (3.20)
which is valid with the assumption of tangential components of currents disap-
pearing at the boundaries. Since b̂z must be continuous and finite in the wall:
b̂z = 0 at z = ±0.5 for electrically conducting walls . (3.21)
In the case of the electrically insulating boundaries, no current enters the wall
from the fluid side:
ĵz = 0 at z = ±0.5 for electrically insulating walls . (3.22)
Equations governing the magnetic induction inside the walls, according to (2.35)
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and (2.37), are:
r ·Bw = 0 , (3.23)
r2Bw = 0 , (3.24)
here the subscript 0w0 stands for the wall properties. The boundary conditions,













Bz = Bzw , (3.27)
here the total magnetic field in the flow and inside the wall are B = [Bx, By, Bz]
and Bw = [Bxw, Byw, Bzw], respectively. The assumption µ = µw, leads to the
following disturbance equation:
D2b̂zw = 0 , (3.28)













y. Since bzw must be finite,
b̂zw = C2e
 kz at z = 0.5 , (3.30)
b̂zw = C1e
kz at z =  0.5 , (3.31)
and according to (3.27), the final boundary conditions for the disturbed magnetic
field read:
{@z + k}b̂3 = 0 at z = 0.5 for electrically insulating walls , (3.32)
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{@z   k}b̂3 = 0 at z =  0.5 for electrically insulating walls . (3.33)
3.3 Perturbation energy considerations
The perturbation energy analysis is performed for a better understanding of the
instability mechanisms. The energy equations can be derived from the governing
equations: the fluctuating kinetic energy from the momentum equation (2.35),
the fluctuating magnetic energy from the induction equation (2.36) and the fluc-
tuating thermal energy from the temperature equation (2.37). These equations
are studied in order to establish di↵erent energetic contributions corresponding
to specific instabilities.
Following the approach in [44], the governing perturbation equations (3.7)-
(3.9) are multiplied by the corresponding complex conjugates and integrated along
the z-direction. The real parts of the resulting equations, with the perturbations
satisfying (3.10), give the desired energy balances.




v̂ · v̂⇤dz = Kd +Kf +Kb +Km , (3.34)






















































In the inductionless approximation, the dissipation of fluctuating kinetic energy





⇤   iky ̂û⇤   ûû⇤   v̂v̂⇤)dz
◆
. (3.39)






dz = Md +Mad +Ms1 +Ms2 +Ms3 , (3.40)




















the dissipation of fluctuating magnetic energy by stretching of magnetic field lines











the dissipation of fluctuating magnetic energy by stretching of magnetic field lines
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the dissipation of fluctuating magnetic energy by stretching of magnetic field lines













✓̂ · ✓̂⇤dz = ⇥d +⇥1 +⇥2 , (3.46)



































The negative values of energy contributions characterise stabilizing dissipative
terms, while the positive contributions are by nature destabilizing.
In the problems considered here the energy analysis results are given at the
critical thresholds. Since the critical eigenvectors are defined to within a multi-
plicative constant, the energy equations specific terms also can be given to within
a multiplicative constant. In order to present well-defined energy balances, the
energy equations are scaled by the corresponding dissipation terms:
K̄d = K̄f + K̄b + K̄m = 1 , (3.50)
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M̄d = M̄ad + M̄s1 + M̄s2 + M̄s3 = 1 , (3.51)
⇥̄d = ⇥̄1 + ⇥̄2 = 1 , (3.52)
here the scaled terms are denoted with an overbar.
To compare the kinetic, magnetic and thermal energy contributions, the fol-



















comparing the thermal energy to the magnetic energy contributions.
3.4 Numerical methods
The problem of numerical solutions of ordinary and partial di↵erential equations
has been extensively studied and several techniques for the disturbance problems
are known and widely used, namely spectral methods [47], [48], finite element
and finite di↵erence methods [49].
The spectral methods give higher accuracy with an error decreasing exponen-
tially with the number of trial functions introduced and in that sense are superior
over the finite di↵erence and finite elements methods. The detailed comparison
is given in [48].
In the problems considered here, the spectral collocation method based on
Chebyshev interpolants, presented in [50], [51], has been applied. The approach
taken follows these references closely.
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In general, in the spectral collocation method and interpolant pN 1(x) of the
function f(x) is given by:
f(xk) = pN 1(xk) , k = 1, ..., N , (3.56)
where {xj}Nj=1 is a set of interpolation nodes. The interpolant is further defined
with interpolating functions { j(x)}Nj=1 and the weight function ↵(x) as:






The numerical derivatives are given by collocation derivative operators and
the di↵erentiation process can be represented as the matrix-vector operation:








It has been shown that Chebyshev methods, with their constant weight func-
tion:
↵(x) = 1 , (3.60)
are most suitable for solving hydrodynamic stability problems [51]. The grid
points, given here on the interval [ 1, 1], are distributed in a minimal-energy
configuration, clustering near the boundaries x = ±1, defined as:
xk = cos
(k   1)⇡
N   1 . (3.61)
Note that a finite interval [a, b] can always be rescaled to [ 1, 1] via a linear
transformation, making the Chebyshev nodes applicable to various problems.












= cN = 2, c2 = ... = cN 1 = 1, the prime (0) symbol represents the first
derivative and Tn(x) are Chebyshev polynomials defined as follows:
T
0
(x) = 1 ,
T
1
(x) = x ,
T
2
(x) = 2x2   1 ,
T
3
(x) = 4x3   3x ,
Tn+1(x) = 2xTn(x)  Tn 1(x) . (3.63)





j (xk) . (3.64)
The main complication while solving a di↵erential equation with the spectral
collocation methods arises from incorporating appropriate boundary conditions.
In the case of the homogeneous Dirichlet conditions f(±1) = 0, the first and
last columns, and the first and last rows of the di↵erentiation matrices (3.64) may
be multiplied by zero, as the function simply vanishes at the boundaries.
If the required boundary conditions involve derivatives, then the appropriate
di↵erentiation matrices must be derived through the interpolant, which satisfies






f 0(1) = c
+
, a f( 1) + b f 0( 1) = c  , (3.65)
where a±, b± and c± are given constants.
The interpolant here, being a polynomial of degree N +1, is given in [51] as:
















































































j (xk) . (3.67)
Application of the spectral collocation method to the equations (3.8)-(3.12)
leads to the matrix eigenvalue problem:
AV =  BV , (3.68)
where V = [ŵ, !̂z, b̂z, ĵz, ✓̂]T .
3.4.1 Matlab implementation and verification
With matrix as a basic unit, Matlab is a very convenient tool for solving ordinary
and partial di↵erential equations with the use of di↵erentiation matrices. The
additional advantages are its high level commands for such operations as poly-
nomial interpolation, and treatment of operations on matrices, such as matrix
inversion. The Matlab code created for the purpose of this thesis is provided in
the appendix A. It has been tested on simplified problems, presented below, for
which the numerical results have already been obtained by a number of authors
and are commonly accepted.
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3.4.1.1 Simplified problem: The Poiseuille flow
The isothermal, non-magnetic flow confined by two walls and driven by a constant
pressure gradient with a parabolic basic velocity profile u
0
= z2   1, is called the
Poiseuille flow [46], [52], [53]. Here the governing equations are scaled by the
Reynolds number:




r · v = 0 . (3.70)










The critical Reynolds number for which the flow becomes unstable has been
found previously by several authors and the accepted value is Recrit = 5772.22
with corresponding critical wavenumber kcrit = 1.02056. Results computed while
testing the code developed here are:
Recrit = 5772.22345 ,
kcrit = 1.020553 .
The convergences of these results with the increasing number of Chebyshev grid
points N (and degree of Chebyshev polynomials) are shown in Figure 3.2.
The comparison has also been made for the plane Poiseuille flow with Re = 104
and kx = 1. Obtained result for the most unstable eigenmode is in perfect
agreement with the eigenvalue computed in [52]:
  = 0.00373967  0.23752649i .
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3.4.1.2 Simplified problem: Thermogravitational convection, the Hadley
flow
The convective flow confined between two horizontal walls (located at z = ±1
2
)
with perpendicular gravity, governed by the Navier-Stokes and energy equations
[27], [28], [54]:
@tv+ (v ·r)v =  rp+r2v+GrTez , (3.72)
r · v = 0 , (3.73)





























with S = 7/48 for thermally conducting boundaries and S = 5/16 for thermally




ikx  D2}!̂z   (@zu0)ikyŵ =   !̂z , (3.77)












!̂z =   ✓̂ . (3.79)
Here the comparison has been made for transverse modes (ky = 0) at the
low-Prandtl-number (Pr < 0.01). For both thermally conducting and thermally
insulating cases the critical Grashof number is asymptotically reaching the value
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Grcrit = 7930 with decreasing Pr. Obtained results again are in an agreement
with the literature [5], [7], [9].
Further comparisons for known solutions for magnetic cases will be made in
the following chapters.
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Consider the problem of linear stability of an infinite horizontal fluid layer heated
from below, as shown in Fig. 4.1. This is the case of Rayleigh-Bénard convection
with an additional stabilizing e↵ect of vertical magnetic field [20], [22], [34], [55].
The flow, subject to a uniform externally applied magnetic fieldB
0
= ez is studied
in the presence of gravity g =  ez and with the assumption of no internal heat
sources Q = 0. The applied vertical temperature gradient reads here @zT0 =  1.
In a laboratory implementation, the top and bottom thermally insulating
boundaries are maintained at constant dimensional temperatures, Tt and Tb > Tt,
respectively, so that  T = Tb   Tt. To approximate the ideal infinite layer, the
horizontal extent of the system is assumed to be large compared with the layer
thickness, as the sidewalls vicinity strongly modifies the problem [34].
The thermally stratified fluid layer is maintained at its steady state by vis-
cous forces, thermal di↵usion and stabilizing e↵ects of the applied magnetic field.
Once the temperature di↵erence between the walls is increased and exceeds a













Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the Rayleigh-Bénard problem with a vertical
magnetic field
buoyancy e↵ects cause the fluid motion, driving the heavy fluid downward and
the lighter fluid upward, alternately [20], [28], [55].
Although the Rayleigh-Bénard convection has been studied by many authors,
we extend the calculations to very high values of the Hatmann number, ⇠ 105.
The main aims are to compare the results with the first terms of the asymptotic
expansions for Ha   1, and to study the modes at high Ha for both Prm = 0
and Prm 6= 0.















= 0 . (4.2)
The analytical expressions for basic temperature, T
0
(z), and pressure, p
0
(z),



















Here we take T
0




= 0 at z = +1
2
.
The motionless steady state is possible only in a geometry, where the applied
temperature gradient and the gravity vector are aligned [30], [37]. It is apparent
when the problem is interpreted in terms of the vorticity:
@t! + (v ·r)!   (! ·r)v = r2! +Ha2(B ·r)j+Ha2(j ·r)B . (4.5)
The vorticity equation has been obtained by taking the curl of the governing
momentum equation (2.35). Both the pressure and the buoyancy terms disappear
here: r⇥rp = 0 and r⇥ (T
0
êz) = 0, allowing the motionless basic state.
The disturbance equations derived in Chapter 3 are reduced here to a simpli-
fied form:
D4ŵ +D2@z b̂z  Grk2✓̂ =  D2ŵ , (4.6)
D2!̂z + @z ĵz =  !̂z , (4.7)
D2b̂z +Ha
2@zŵ =  Prmb̂z , (4.8)
D2ĵz +Ha
2@z!̂z =  Prmĵz , (4.9)
1
Pr
D2✓̂   (@zT0)ŵ =  ✓̂ , (4.10)








The governing disturbance equations clearly decouple and two independent
sets can be solved separately. Equations (4.7) and (4.9), involving disturbed
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vorticity !̂z and electric current density ĵz, respectively, can be neglected as these
variables are functionally related to disturbed velocity ŵ and magnetic field b̂z,
respectively. This leads to the final set:
D4ŵ +D2@z b̂z  Grk2✓̂ =  D2ŵ , (4.12)
D2b̂z +Ha
2@zŵ =  Prmb̂z , (4.13)
1
Pr
D2✓̂   (@zT0)ŵ =  ✓̂ . (4.14)
In the above disturbance equations, the wavenumber appears only in (4.11)
as k2 which in general reads k2 = k2x + k
2
y. The problem, with the motionless
steady state and all the basic quantities: B
0
, g and the applied temperature
gradient, aligned along the z  direction, is perfectly symmetrical in the x  and
y  directions. However, for simplicity and in order to clearly present the result in
a well-defined cross-section, we will assume here that the wavenumber lies along
the x  direction, k2 = k2x and ky = 0.
In order to examine the e↵ect of a uniform vertical magnetic field on the
stability of the system considered here, the numerical linear stability results have
been obtained. Characteristic laws are given by the critical Grashof number,
Grcrit, as a function of various parameters. Beyond those critical values, the
system loses its stability. Such neutral stability results have been calculated
for Pr = 0.015, and for each combination of parameters Prm and Ha. The
procedure is in defining Grcrit for which an eigenvalue has a real part equal to
zero, by minimisation along the wavenumber kx.
The appropriate boundary conditions, specified in Section 3.2, are applied at
the top and bottom rigid boundaries.
The energy analysis is performed to establish di↵erent energy balances cor-
responding to specific disturbances. Energy balances obtained here confirm the
thermal origin of instabilities in this problem.
In the fluctuating magnetic energy balances, for all the cases considered below,
there is only one remaining contribution balancing the dissipation, corresponding
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to stretching of magnetic field lines along the field: M̄s3 = M̄d = 1. Due to the
motionless basic state, terms in general corresponding to the energy production
by advection and energy dissipation by stretching of magnetic field lines (by the
shear of mean flow and along the flow) do not exist.
Similarly, in the fluctuating thermal energy balances, the only remaining con-
tribution balancing the dissipation is the energy production by vertical transport
of temperature: ⇥̄
1
= ⇥̄d = 1.
Therefore in the following subsections, only the fluctuating kinetic energy bal-
ances are presented, where only the term corresponding to the energy production
by shear of mean flow disappear, and K̄d = K̄b + K̄m = 1. In all the cases con-
sidered, the fluctuating kinetic energy balances show clearly that the magnetic
contribution K̄m always serves as a stabilizing term, and the buoyancy forces
term K̄b is always destabilizing.
4.2 Linear stability results: thermally conduct-
ing and electrically insulating walls
It has been already shown by other authors [22], [55], that in the case of
thermally conducting and electrically insulating boundary conditions, for given
values of Prandtl and for a range of magnetic Prandtl numbers, the instability
sets in a stationary mode for the Hartmann numbers lower than a certain value
Ha < Ha⇤. Above that value, for Ha > Ha⇤, the instability sets in an oscillatory
mode. Obtained linear stability results are in agreement with these findings.
The neutral stability curves, calculated for Pr = 0.015, are shown in Fig. 4.3,
giving values of the critical Grashof number, Grcrit, critical wavenumber, kcrit,
and the critical frequency, fcrit, as functions of Ha, for di↵erent values of Prm.
These results have been compared with the findings in [22] for Pr = 0.01, as
illustrated in Fig. 4.3. The numerical method applied here (presented in detail
in Section 3) allowed to extend the range of considered Hartmann number up to
105.
The results show, that for a given value of Prm, the critical values of wavenum-
ber and Grashof number increase with increasing Ha, until a transition value
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Ha⇤, where an oscillatory mode takes over.
At the lowest values of Ha, the stationary instability, identical for all the
magnetic Prandtl numbers considered, tends to a unique limit Grcrit = 1.139 ·105
and kcrit = 3.115, which is in good agreement with the results obtained by other
authors [28] for Ha = 0. The transition to the oscillatory mode occurs at higher
Hartmann numbers for decreasing Prm.
At the highest values of Ha, the stationary mode critical values reach asymp-
totic relations Grcrit = 655Ha2 and kcrit = 1.91Ha1/3. These numerical results
are in good agreement with the findings in [20], [21], [56] for kcrit   1:





The transition to the oscillatory modes is accompanied by a drop in the critical
wavenumber. Further increase of the Hartmann number Ha shifts the oscillatory
instability onset to higher values of Gr. The wavenumber further increases above
the transition point, the increase is slower for the higher values of Prm. The
critical frequency values increase rapidly for Ha > Ha⇤, showing the dependence
fcrit ⇠ Ha at the highest values of the Hartman numbers considered. The asymp-
totic relations for the oscillatory mode for Prm = 10 1 are: Grcrit = 18Ha2 and
kcrit = 0.97Ha1/3. These numerical results are again in good agreement with the
findings in [21] and [57]:






(1 + Pr)1/3(2 + Pr)1/3
Ha1/3 . (4.18)
For the higher values of magnetic Prandtl number, Prm   100, the numerical
results obtained do not allow to establish any asymptotic relations.
The process of transition from stationary to oscillatory mode is presented in
Fig. 4.2, where the minimization along the wavenumber for di↵erent Hartmann
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Figure 4.2: Transition process from the stationary (higher kcrit) to oscillatory
(lower kcrit) mode for Prm = 100
number values in the vicinity of a transition point is shown. The values of Hart-
mann numbers, at which the transitions take place (denoted with the * symbol),
are given for di↵erent magnetic Prandtl numbers in Tables 4.1-4.5.
The decrease of the Prandtl number (from Pr = 0.015 to Pr = 0.01 in
Fig. 4.3) shifts the stationary instability onset, as well as the transition to the
oscillatory modes, toward higher Grashof numbers. The onset of convection oc-
curs here at Grcrit = 1.708 · 105, which is again in the agreement with [55],
where Racrit = 1707.8. The stationary wavenumbers remain unchanged, while
the wavenumbers of the oscillatory modes decrease slightly. The Prandtl number
decrease does not a↵ect the oscillatory modes frequencies.
The energy analysis results (Tables 4.1-4.5) shows that, for all the instabilities
studied here, the ratios Rdt and Rdm decrease with the increasing Hartmann
number Ha, indicating increasing importance of the thermal and magnetic e↵ects
and decreasing importance of the dynamic e↵ects.
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The kinetic energy balance is most influenced by the magnetic field at the
lowest values of Prm (Prm = 10 2 in Table 4.1). At the lowest values of the
Hartmann number, the thermal and dynamic e↵ects dominate. With the in-
creasing magnetic field strength, the magnetic contributions quickly take over
the dynamic ones. At the highest Hartmann number values, Ha > 100, thermal
and magnetic e↵ects dominate, while the dynamic contributions are negligible.
With the increasing values of magnetic Prandtl number, for Prm = 10 1 and
Prm = 100 (Tables 4.2 and 4.3, respectively), similar relations occur, with the
energy balances being less influenced by the increased Ha values.
For the higher magnetic Prandtl numbers, Prm   101 (Tables 4.4-4.5), the
energy balances are not significantly modified by the magnetic field and the mag-
netic e↵ects are the least important contributions in the energy balances for all
Hartmann numbers considered.
Additionally to the neutral stability curves and the energy analysis, contour
plots illustrating side views of temperature disturbance isotherms, disturbed ve-
locity streamlines and disturbed magnetic field lines at critical conditions for
di↵erent Prm and frequencies f are presented in Fig. 4.4-4.6. For the lowest
values of Prm considered (Prm = 10 2 in Fig. 4.4), the cell size decreases with
increasing Ha, which corresponds to the wavenumber increase. With the increas-
ing Prm, the cell size is less a↵ected by the magnetic field strength.
For the stationary modes, disturbances isotherms, streamlines and magnetic
field lines are symmetric with respect to a vertical centre axis of a cell. For the
oscillatory modes, there is no such axis of symmetry.
Ha frequency K̄b K̄m Rdt Rdm Rtm
2 0 1.06 -0.06 0.95 17.9 18.8
10 0 1.95 -0.95 0.51 1.05 2.06
100 0 11.7 -10.7 0.09 0.09 1.00
500 0 38.8 -37.8 0.03 0.03 1.00
1000 0 63.9 -62.9 0.02 0.02 1.00
Table 4.1: Energy balances for the thermally conducting and electrically insulat-
ing walls, Prm = 10 2
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Ha frequency K̄b K̄m Rdt Rdm Rtm
2 0 1.06 -0.06 0.95 17.9 18.8
10 0 1.95 -0.95 0.51 1.05 2.06
*33.5 0 4.99 -3.99 0.20 0.25 1.25
*33.5 236.3 7.14 -6.14 0.14 0.16 1.16
100 969.4 7.04 -6.04 0.14 0.17 1.21
500 4922 8.60 -7.60 0.12 0.13 1.08
1000 9736 9.67 -8.67 0.10 0.12 1.20
Table 4.2: Energy balances for the thermally conducting and electrically insulat-
ing walls, Prm = 10 1
Ha frequency K̄b K̄m Rdt Rdm Rtm
2 0 1.06 -0.06 0.95 17.9 18.8
*8.1 0 1.69 -0.69 0.59 1.44 2.44
*8.1 14.02 1.77 -0.77 0.57 1.30 2.30
10 25.9 1.78 -0.78 0.56 1.28 2.29
100 369.2 2.02 -1.02 0.49 0.98 2.00
500 1752.6 2.11 -1.11 0.47 0.91 1.94
1000 3424.9 2.15 -1.15 0.47 0.89 1.89
Table 4.3: Energy balances for the thermally conducting and electrically insulat-
ing walls, Prm = 100
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Ha frequency K̄b K̄m Rdt Rdm Rtm
2 0 1.06 -0.06 0.95 17.9 18.8
*2.4 0 1.08 -0.08 0.92 12.2 13.2
*2.4 0.54 1.08 -0.08 0.92 12.08 13.08
10 12.4 1.13 -0.13 0.88 7.61 8.65
100 136.7 1.41 -0.41 0.71 2.44 3.44
500 614.2 1.65 -0.65 0.61 1.55 2.54
1000 1161.2 1.69 -0.69 0.59 1.47 2.49
Table 4.4: Energy balances for the thermally conducting and electrically insulat-
ing walls, Prm = 101
Ha frequency K̄b K̄m Rdt Rdm Rtm
2 0.7 1.01 -0.01 0.99 90.0 91.0
10 4.5 1.03 -0.03 0.97 36.2 37.4
100 50.1 1.09 -0.09 0.92 11.2 12.1
500 250.2 1.27 -0.27 0.79 3.70 4.68
1000 485.4 1.43 -0.43 0.70 2.38 3.40
Table 4.5: Energy balances for the thermally conducting and electrically insulat-
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Figure 4.3: Critical values of parameters for Pr = 0.015. Thermally conducting
and electrically insulating walls. Additional cyan lines represent respective curves
for Pr = 0.01.
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Figure 4.4: Contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left), disturbed velocity
streamlines (center) and disturbed magnetic field lines (right) for the thermally
conducting and electrically insulating walls, Prm = 10 2
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Figure 4.5: Contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left), disturbed velocity
streamlines (center) and disturbed magnetic field lines (right) for the thermally
conducting and electrically insulating walls, Prm = 100
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Figure 4.6: Contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left), disturbed velocity
streamlines (center) and disturbed magnetic field lines (right) for the thermally
conducting and electrically insulating walls, Prm = 102
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4.3 Linear stability results: thermally conduct-
ing and electrically conducting walls
The problem of buoyancy driven instability in the presence of a vertical mag-
netic field have been extended to the case of thermally conducting and electrically
conducting walls. The neutral stability curves, calculated again for Pr = 0.015,
are shown in Fig. 4.7. in comparison to the case of thermally conducting and
electrically insulating boundaries.
The results show, that the flow experience very similar behavior for both cases
of electromagnetic boundary conditions. For low Ha, the instability sets in a sta-
tionary mode, identical with the electrically insulating walls case. The transition
from stationary to oscillatory mode is observed here at higher Hartmann number
values for all the considered magnetic Prandtl numbers (Tables 4.6-4.10).
For Prm = 10 1 both the critical frequency and the critical Grashof num-
ber curves of the oscillatory mode lie above the respective electrically insulating
boundaries case curves.
For the higher magnetic Prandtl numbers, Prm   100, the critical frequency
and the critical Grashof numbers are lower than in the case of electrically insu-
lating boundaries, until a possible crossing point and high Hartmann numbers.
The main di↵erence between the two cases is an asymptotic behavior of the
oscillatory modes in the case of electrically conducting walls, while for the electri-
cally insulating boundaries such regularities can be observed only for a small range
of magnetic Prandtl numbers, Prm < 100. For the electrically conducting bound-
aries the following asymptotic relations have been concluded: Grcrit ' 20Ha2
and kcrit ' 1.15Ha1/3 for Prm = 10 1, Grcrit ' 0.37Ha2 and kcrit ' 0.73Ha1/3
for Prm = 100, Grcrit ' 0.02Ha2 and kcrit ' 0.45Ha1/3 for Prm = 101.
The results show that for Prm  10 2 and for Pr = 0.015, the oscillatory
magnetic mode does not appear for the values of Ha up to 105. This means that
for liquid metals, for which Prm ⇠ 10 5   10 7 the mode of instability is always
stationary for all boundary conditions considered here.
The energy analysis results (Tables 4.6-4.10) show, that, while the stationary
modes energy balances remain almost identical for both cases of electromagnetic
boundary conditions, the oscillatory modes energy balances are much less a↵ected
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by the increasing magnetic field strength in the case of electrically conducting
walls.
The side views of temperature disturbance isotherms, disturbed velocity stream-
lines and disturbed magnetic field lines are presented in Fig. 4.8-4.10, showing
the magnetic Prandtl number influence on the instability cross-sections. These
results show, that for the oscillatory modes in the case of electrically conducting
boundaries, the symmetry with respect to a vertical centre axis of a cell is less dis-
turbed with the increased values of Prm and Ha than for the case of electrically
insulating walls (Fig. 4.4-4.6).
Ha frequency K̄b K̄m Rdt Rdm Rtm
2 0 1.06 -0.06 0.95 17.9 18.9
10 0 1.95 -0.95 0.51 1.06 2.06
100 0 11.7 -10.7 0.09 0.09 1.10
500 0 38.5 -37.5 0.03 0.03 1.04
1000 0 62.5 -61.5 0.02 0.02 1.03
Table 4.6: Energy balances for the thermally conducting and electrically con-
ducting walls, Prm = 10 2
Ha frequency K̄b K̄m Rdt Rdm Rtm
2 0 1.06 -0.06 0.95 17.9 18.9
10 0 1.95 -0.95 0.51 1.06 2.06
*61.2 0 8.02 -7.02 0.12 0.14 1.15
*61.2 435.2 17.9 -16.9 0.06 0.06 1.07
100 1023.5 20.5 -19.5 0.05 0.05 1.06
500 5523.7 20.7 -19.7 0.05 0.05 1.06
1000 10713.8 19.3 -18.3 0.05 0.06 1.08
Table 4.7: Energy balances for the thermally conducting and electrically con-
ducting walls Prm = 10 1
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Ha frequency K̄b K̄m Rdt Rdm Rtm
2 0 1.06 -0.06 0.95 17.9 18.9
10 0 1.95 -0.95 0.51 1.06 2.06
*11 0 2.09 -1.09 0.48 0.92 1.93
*11 25.2 2.33 -1.33 0.43 0.75 1.75
100 502.6 2.49 -1.49 0.40 0.68 1.68
500 2257.4 2.62 -1.62 0.38 0.62 1.63
1000 4234.5 2.61 -1.61 0.38 0.63 1.66
Table 4.8: Energy balances for the thermally conducting and electrically con-
ducting walls Prm = 100
Ha frequency K̄b K̄m Rdt Rdm Rtm
2 0 1.06 -0.06 0.95 17.9 18.9
*3.1 0 1.13 -0.13 0.88 7.71 8.71
*3.1 0.91 1.13 -0.13 0.88 7.50 8.51
10 15.6 1.14 -0.14 0.88 7.06 8.06
100 164.5 1.14 -0.14 0.88 7.04 8.05
500 789.1 1.15 -0.15 0.87 6.74 7.75
1000 1502.5 1.16 -0.16 0.87 6.55 7.57
Table 4.9: Energy balances for the thermally conducting and electrically con-
ducting walls Prm = 101
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Ha frequency K̄b K̄m Rdt Rdm Rtm
2 0.9 1.01 -0.01 0.99 72.6 73.6
10 5.2 1.02 -0.02 0.99 64.4 65.4
100 52.3 1.02 -0.02 0.99 67.1 68.1
500 258.9 1.01 -0.01 0.99 70.5 71.5
1000 509.6 1.01 -0.01 0.99 69.4 70.4
Table 4.10: Energy balances for the thermally conducting and electrically con-
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Figure 4.7: Critical values of parameters for Pr = 0.015. Thermally conduct-
ing and electrically conducting walls. Additional cyan lines represent respective
curves for electrically insulating boundaries.
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Figure 4.8: Contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left), disturbed velocity
streamlines (center) and disturbed magnetic field lines (right) for the thermally
conducting and electrically conducting walls, Prm = 10 2
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Figure 4.9: Contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left), disturbed velocity
streamlines (center) and disturbed magnetic field lines (right) for the thermally
conducting and electrically conducting walls, Prm = 100
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Figure 4.10: Contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left), disturbed velocity
streamlines (center) and disturbed magnetic field lines (right) for the thermally
conducting and electrically conducting walls, Prm = 102
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Chapter 5
Horizontal layer with longitudinal
temperature gradient
5.1 Problem formulation
Consider the problem of linear stability of buoyancy-driven convection in a hor-
izontal layer. The flow is induced by axial heating in a fluid layer bounded by
infinite horizontal rigid surfaces, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The flow, subject to a
uniform, vertical magnetic field B
0
= ez is studied in the presence of gravity
g =  ez and with the assumption of no internal heat sources Q = 0.
Constant horizontal temperature gradient @xT0 =  1, which induces a steady
circulation, is applied. In a laboratory implementation, two opposite vertical
boundaries are set at di↵erent temperatures and the horizontal gradient drives
the fluid upward near the hot and downward near the cold wall.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of the buoyant convective flow with horizontal












The analytical expressions for the basic velocity u
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for thermally insulating walls
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Ha = 2 Ha = 10 Ha = 20
Figure 5.2: Steady mean flow profiles for Pr = 0.1 and Gr = 104































Ha = 2 Ha = 10 Ha = 20
 
 
Figure 5.3: Steady mean flow temperature profiles for Pr = 0.1 and Gr = 104.
For the thermally conducting boundaries (left), unstable thermal stratification
zones near the horizontal boundaries are denoted by  
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At high values of the Hartmann number, Ha   1, since e Ha ! 0, the full
























































for thermally insulating walls
The velocity and temperature profiles do not depend on the magnetic Prandtl
number and thus are identical for the case of inductionless approximation and for
the case of the non-zero magnetic Prandtl number.

































ikx}b̂z + {b0ikx + @z}ŵ =  b̂z , (5.13)
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!̂z   {@zT0 + i(@xT0)
kx
k2
@z}ŵ =  ✓̂ , (5.15)
In order to examine the e↵ect of a uniform vertical magnetic field on the
stability of buoyant flows for di↵erent boundary conditions, the numerical lin-
ear stability results have been obtained for Pr = 0.015. As in Chapter 4, the
critical Grashof number, for which an eigenvalue has a real part equal to zero is
defined by minimization along either kx and ky, depending on either transverse
or longitudinal rolls are considered.
The appropriate boundary conditions, specified in Section 3.2, are applied at
the top and bottom rigid boundaries.
5.2 Prm = 0 linear stability results
The inductionless approximation leads to further simplification of the governing






ikx  Ha2@2z}ŵ  Grk2✓̂ =  D2ŵ , (5.16)
{D2   u
0
ikx  Ha2}!̂z + u0
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@z}ŵ =  ✓̂ . (5.18)
Here the electric potential   is related to the vorticity ! through (2.46), which




with the following boundary conditions for the disturbed electric potential:
 ̂ = 0 at z = ±0.5 for electrically conducting walls,
@z ̂ = 0 at z = ±0.5 for electrically insulating walls.
It has been shown by a number of authors [44], [45], that the two major
branches of instability at relatively low values of Hartmann numbers are station-
ary transverse and oscillatory longitudinal rolls. Transverse rolls have their axes
perpendicular to the main flow and in this case the two-dimensional flow structure
persists. In the case of the longitudinal rolls, with their axes parallel to the base
flow, a global three-dimensional flow structure is observed. The origin of these
two modes is explained as the Prandtl number is decreased [28]. For Pr ! 0, the
momentum an temperature equations can be decoupled, with the latter taking
the form r2T = 0. The two-dimensional stationary mode tends then to a unique
limit indicating a hydrodynamic origin of the disturbance, which appears at the
inflection point of the basic velocity profile between the streams in the x  and
 x  directions. The three-dimensional oscillatory mode disappears as a result
of its thermal origin.
In the following, together with the numerical stability results, the influence
of the magnetic field strength and boundary conditions on the thermal and ki-
netic energy balances are considered. The dimensionless ratio of the respective
dissipation terms Rdt indicating the origin of instabilities clearly shows that the
stationary modes at low Hartmann numbers, both transverse and longitudinal,
have always dynamical origin while all the instabilities occurring at higher Hart-
mann numbers (Ha   60) for thermally conducting walls are of thermal origin.
The kinetic energy balances for all the instabilities considered show that the
magnetic energy contributions are always serving as stabilizing terms, regardless
of the instability type or the boundary conditions. The stronger the magnetic
field applied, the stronger stabilizing e↵ect is observed.
For all the instabilities of the thermal origin considered here, the ratio Rd
decreases with the increase of the Hartmann number, indicating the increasing
influence of thermal e↵ects.
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5.2.1 Transverse modes
5.2.1.1 Transverse modes, thermally conducting boundaries
The results show that the electrical boundary conditions have no e↵ect on the
transverse instabilities. As has been shown in [44], it is confirmed here that
the transverse stationary two-dimensional mode is the most dangerous at low
Hartman numbers, remaining a dominant instability for the values up to Ha ' 9
(Fig. 5.4), where the longitudinal mode becomes more unstable (Fig. 5.8). The
magnetic field stabilises this mode very e ciently by eliminating the inflection
point in the velocity profile and by creating a constant shear in the core, similar to
the Couette flow [46]. Thus the critical Grashof number increases rapidly before
the instability disappearance at Ha ' 16, while the wavenumber in this case is
slowly decreasing with the increasing Ha until reaching the minimum kx ' 0.96
at Ha ' 12.5.
The side views of temperature disturbance isotherms and disturbed velocity
streamlines, shown in Fig. 5.5, illustrate clearly the dynamical origin of the
instabilities, located at the basic velocity inflection point.
The thermal mode of the transverse oscillatory instability appears at the
higher value of the Hartmann number Ha ' 29 (Fig. 5.4), as a result of unstable
thermal stratification zones (Fig. 5.3). Contour plots of disturbed temperature
isotherms and velocity streamlines (Fig. 5.6) show clearly, that these instabilities
are located near the horizontal boundaries, indicating their thermal origin.
For the thermal oscillatory modes, after a short decrease of Grcrit with the
increasing Ha, the further increase of the magnetic field strength shifts the in-
stability onset to high Grashof numbers. The wavenumbers rapidly increase up
to high values, indicating a strong decrease of the size of the marginal cells.
The transverse mode of the thermal origin occurs at high frequency, which first
rapidly decreases before reaching its minimum at Ha ' 91.4 and then increases
with increasing Ha.
The critical values of parameters reach asymptotic relations at the highest
values of the Hartmann number Ha > 104, namely: Grcrit = 4155Ha2, kcrit =
4.45Ha1/3 and f = 7395Ha1/3.
In the kinetic energy balances for the low-Hartmann number stationary trans-
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verse instabilities (Table 5.1), the shear of mean flow contribution K̄f is the only
positive term corresponding to destabilizing e↵ects. Both magnetic K̄m and buoy-
ancy forces K̄b terms serve here as stabilizing contributions.
The thermal energy balances are strongly modified by the increasing magnetic
field strength. Both terms corresponding to the production of fluctuating thermal
energy by vertical and horizontal transport of temperatures are positive, indicat-
ing destabilizing e↵ects. For the lowest values of the Hartmann number, the
horizontal transport of temperature contribution is the dominant destabilizing
term. At higher values of Ha, just before the disappearances of these stationary
instabilities, the vertical transport of temperature contribution becomes the main
destabilizing term.
The thermal energy balance, dominant for high Hartmann number instabil-
ities, is not strongly modified by the increasing magnetic field strength. The
vertical transport of temperature term ⇥̄
1
is the main destabilizing contribution






Ha K̄f K̄b K̄m ⇥̄1 ⇥̄2 Rdt
stationary instabilities
2 1.08 -0.03 -0.05 0.06 0.94 25.48
6 1.48 -0.11 -0.37 0.14 0.86 6.67
10 1.87 -0.54 -0.33 0.73 0.27 0.53
oscillatory instabilities
60 -0.90 4.36 -2.46 0.99 0.01 0.05
100 -1.63 9.19 -6.56 0.93 0.07 0.03
200 -1.16 16.21 -14.05 0.92 0.08 0.02
500 -0.32 23.91 -22.59 0.96 0.04 0.01
1000 -0.10 30.87 -29.77 0.97 0.03 0.01
Table 5.1: Transverse modes, energy balances for the thermally conducting walls
In the kinetic energy balance the only destabilizing contribution comes from
the buoyancy forces e↵ects. The term K̄b increases with the increasing Hartmann
number, while the dissipation of fluctuating kinetic energy by magnetic forces K̄m




































































































Figure 5.4: Critical values of parameters for the transverse modes
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Figure 5.5: Transverse modes contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left) and
disturbed velocity streamlines (right) for the thermally conducting walls; low
Hartmann numbers
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Figure 5.6: Transverse modes contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left) and
disturbed velocity streamlines (right) for the thermally conducting walls; high
Hartmann numbers
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5.2.1.2 Transverse modes, thermally insulating boundaries
In the case of thermally insulating horizontal walls, modes of instability for rela-
tively low applied magnetic field, exhibit similar behavior as with the thermally
conducting boundaries (Fig. 5.4, 5.7).
The transverse stationary mode is more quickly stabilized here by the mag-
netic field and while following closely the instability of the thermally conducting
boundaries case, remains less dangerous and disappears at Ha ' 11.5.
The main di↵erence occurs at larger values of the Hartmann number, where
the thermal modes of instability do not exist for thermally insulating boundaries
as the temperature profile is here stably stratified (Fig. 5.3).
The energy balances for the low-Hartmann number stationary transverse in-
stabilities are very similar for both cases of thermal boundary conditions. In
the case of thermally insulating boundaries (Table 5.2), the only destabilizing
contribution K̄f is slightly stronger and balanced by the stronger buoyancy term
K̄b. In the thermal fluctuating energy balance, the contribution corresponding to
vertical transport of temperature is here stronger than in the case of thermally
conducting boundary conditions.
Ha K̄f K̄b K̄m ⇥̄1 ⇥̄2 Rdt
stationary instabilities
2 1.11 -0.06 -0.06 0.17 0.83 10.9
6 1.73 -0.42 -0.31 0.65 0.35 1.70
10 2.11 -0.91 -0.20 0.88 0.12 0.03
Table 5.2: Transverse modes, energy balances for the thermally insulating walls
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Figure 5.7: Transverse modes contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left) and
disturbed velocity streamlines (right) for the thermally insulating walls
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5.2.2 Longitudinal modes, thermally conducting bound-
aries
5.2.2.1 Longitudinal modes, thermally conducting and electrically in-
sulating boundaries
As has been shown in [45], it is confirmed here that also in the case of the three-
dimensional oscillatory longitudinal rolls, increasing the magnetic field strength
shifts the onset of the instabilities to higher Grashof numbers very rapidly (Fig.
5.8). At Ha ' 38 the first branch of the oscillatory longitudinal mode reaches its
limiting value of the Hartmann number before its disappearance. The wavenum-
ber remains almost constant, insignificantly increasing and reaching its maximum
ky ' 2.75 at Ha ' 31.7.
The stationary longitudinal mode is shown to be more stable at the lowest
Hartmann number values but for 38 < Ha < 46 it becomes a dominating insta-
bility, located very closely to the thermal branch of the longitudinal oscillatory
mode.
The oscillatory mode of the thermal origin first appears at Ha ' 33 and at
Ha > 46 it becomes the main instability for longitudinal rolls, with its critical
parameter values increasing with the increasing Ha.
The frequency of the first branch of the longitudinal oscillatory mode is shown
to increase rapidly before its disappearance. For the second branch, after a slight
decrease, the critical frequency increases asymptotically with increasing Ha.
At Ha ' 2350, a dramatical decrease of frequency is observed and the previ-
ously oscillatory mode becomes stationary. This is accompanied by a drop in the
value of the wavenumber from ky ' 51 to ky ' 47.8.
For the highest values of the Hartmann number, Ha > 104, the asymptotic
relation for the critical Grashof number is Grcrit = 4175Ha1.98. Obtained nu-
merical results did not allow to draw a definite conclusion regarding the critical
wavenumber asymptotic relation. For 104 < Ha < 2 · 104, the wavenumber neu-
tral stability curve behaves like kcrit = 2.35Ha0.39. This means, that for the
higher Hartmann number, it is still far from an asymptotic relation of the type
kcrit ⇠ Ha1/3, observed for the case of Rayleigh-Bénard problem in Chapter 4.
The contour plots with side views of disturbed temperature isotherms, veloc-
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ity streamlines and electric current streamlines at critical conditions are presented
in Figs. 5.9-5.10, showing the location and the origin of di↵erent types of insta-
bilities.
Ha K̄f K̄b K̄m ⇥̄1 ⇥̄2 Rdt
oscillatory instabilities
2 1.02 0.04 -0.06 -0.01 1.01 0.42
10 2.01 0.35 -1.36 -0.04 1.04 0.14
25 3.09 2.71 -4.80 -0.15 1.15 0.06
stationary instabilities
2 1.01 0.00 -0.01 0.10 0.90 8.69
10 1.12 0.01 -0.13 0.19 0.81 5.43
25 1.29 0.02 -0.31 0.44 0.56 3.17
60 1.64 0.09 -0.73 0.98 0.02 1.21
oscillatory instabilities
60 2.79 0.60 -2.39 0.67 0.33 0.20
100 2.26 1.83 -3.09 0.84 0.16 0.11
200 1.31 5.16 -5.47 1.02 -0.02 0.06
500 0.57 14.96 -14.53 1.06 -0.06 0.02
1000 0.29 27.58 -26.87 1.05 -0.05 0.01
stationary instabilities
3000 0.09 78.86 -77.95 1.03 -0.03 0.005
5000 0.04 101.42 -100.46 1.02 -0.02 0.004
Table 5.3: Longitudinal modes, energy balances for the thermally conducting and
electrically insulating walls.
For the low Hartmann number oscillatory longitudinal instabilities of thermal
origin, the dominant thermal energy balance is not strongly modified by the
magnetic field (Table 5.3). The production of fluctuating thermal energy by the
horizontal transport of temperature ⇥̄
2
is here the only positive contribution
corresponding to its destabilizing e↵ects, while the small vertical temperature
transport contribution ⇥̄
1
weakly stabilizes the flow.
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In the kinetic energy balances, the production of fluctuating energy by shear
of mean flow K̄f is the main destabilizing contribution, while the buoyancy forces
contribution K̄b serves here as a secondary destabilizing e↵ect.
In both the thermal and kinetic energy balances, all the stabilizing and desta-
bilizing e↵ects are stronger with the increased values of Ha.
For the high Hartmann number oscillatory longitudinal instabilities, the dom-
inant thermal energy balance is clearly a↵ected by the magnetic field. The pro-
duction of fluctuating thermal energy by the vertical transport of temperature ⇥̄
1
is here the main destabilizing e↵ect. The production of energy by the horizontal
transport of temperature ⇥̄
2
serves as a secondary destabilizing contribution at
the appearance of the instability, quickly decreasing with the increasing Hart-
mann number and Ha ' 200, becomes a weak stabilizing contribution.
In the kinetic energy balance, again both e↵ects due to shear of mean flow
K̄f and buoyancy forces K̄b are destabilizing. Here the first contribution, K̄f ,
decreases quickly with the increasing Ha and the buoyancy term K̄b become the
main destabilizing contribution, growing quickly with Ha.
For the low-Hartmann number stationary longitudinal instabilities, in the
dominant kinetic energy balance, the production of fluctuating energy by shear
of mean flow K̄f serves as the main destabilizing contribution, which grows with
the increased values of Ha. The energy production due to buoyancy forces serves
here as the secondary, very weak stabilizing e↵ect K̄b ⌧ K̄f .
In the thermal energy balance both contributions due to temperature trans-
port are destabilizing. At the lowest values of Hartmann number, the horizontal
temperature transport ⇥̄
2
term is dominant and decreases with the increasing
Ha, while previously secondary vertical temperature transport ⇥̄
1
contribution
increases and takes over as a main destabilizing term.
The ratio Rdt decreases with the increasing magnetic field strength, indicating























































































































Figure 5.8: Longitudinal modes critical values of parameters for the thermally
conducting boundaries; additional blue lines represent respective curves for trans-
verse modes
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Figure 5.9: Longitudinal modes contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left),
disturbed velocity streamlines (center) and electric current streamlines (right) for
the thermally conducting and electrically insulating walls; low Hartmann numbers




















































































































































































Figure 5.10: Longitudinal modes contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left),
disturbed velocity streamlines (center) and electric current streamlines (right)
for the thermally conducting and electrically insulating walls; high Ha
5.2.2.2 Longitudinal modes, thermally conducting and electrically con-
ducting boundaries
Electrically conducting boundaries have slightly more stabilizing e↵ect on the
first branch of the longitudinal oscillatory mode (Fig. 5.8). The most dangerous
instability in this case disappears at Ha ' 36.5. The wavenumber curve for
the first branch of the three-dimensional mode lies slightly above the analogous
electrically insulating boundaries case curve, reaching its maximum ky ' 2.95 at
Ha ' 29.6. This mode of instability occurs at slightly higher frequencies for the
electrically conducting boundaries than in the case of electrically insulating walls.
The longitudinal stationary modes, for both cases of electrical boundary condi-
tions, lie very closely to one another, with the electrically conducting case critical
Grashof number and wavenumber curves slightly above the electrically insulating
case (Fig. 5.8).
The thermal mode of the longitudinal oscillatory instability, appearing very
closely to the analogous one in the electrically insulating case, exhibit similar fre-
quency drop, becoming a stationary mode at just Ha ' 218.2. The corresponding
drop in the value of the wavenumber reads here from ky ' 22.8 to ky ' 18.85.
For the highest values of Hartmann number, Ha > 104, the asymptotic rela-
tion for the critical Grashof number is Grcrit = 4185Ha1.98. Similarly as for the
electrically insulating boundary conditions, an asymptotic relation for the critical
wavenumber has not yet been reached. It is likely that an asymptotic relation of
the type kcrit ⇠ Ha1/3 could be found for the higher Hartmann numbers.
The contour plots with side views of disturbed temperature isotherms, velocity
streamlines and electric current streamlines for the thermally and electrically
conducting boundaries are presented in Figs. 5.11-5.12, showing the location and
the origin of di↵erent types of instabilities.
For the low Hartmann number oscillatory longitudinal instabilities of thermal
origin (Table 5.4), the dominant thermal energy balance is very similar for both
cases of electromagnetic boundary conditions, with the destabilizing e↵ects of





Ha K̄f K̄b K̄m ⇥̄1 ⇥̄2 Rdt
oscillatory instabilities
2 1.04 0.04 -0.08 -0.01 1.01 0.42
10 2.61 0.33 -1.94 -0.04 1.04 0.13
25 5.90 2.49 -7.39 -0.12 1.12 0.05
stationary instabilities
2 1.01 0.00 -0.01 0.10 0.90 8.79
10 1.16 0.01 -0.17 0.20 0.80 5.47
25 1.39 0.02 -0.41 0.47 0.53 3.11
60 1.73 0.09 -0.82 1.03 -0.03 1.14
oscillatory instabilities
60 2.82 0.44 -0.26 0.72 0.28 0.26
100 3.17 1.33 -3.50 0.99 0.01 0.15
200 2.76 5.51 -7.27 1.16 -0.16 0.05
stationary instabilities
300 2.10 15.7 -16.8 1.10 -0.10 0.02
500 0.90 22.9 -22.8 1.06 -0.06 0.01
1000 0.30 33.2 -32.5 1.03 -0.03 0.01
Table 5.4: Longitudinal modes, energy balances for the thermally conducting and
electrically conducting walls.
The kinetic energy balance, similar for both cases of electromagnetic bound-
ary conditions, is slightly less a↵ected by the magnetic field for the electrically
conducting walls.
For the high Hartmann number instabilities of thermal origin, the dominant
thermal fluctuating energy balance is here again very similar with the case of
electrically insulating boundary conditions, while the kinetic energy balance is
less a↵ected by the magnetic field.
For the low-Hartmann number stationary longitudinal instabilities, the dom-
inant kinetic energy balance strongly depends on the electromagnetic boundary
conditions.
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In the case of electrically conducting walls, the kinetic balance is not signif-
icantly modified by the magnetic field and remains almost constant for all the
values of Ha. The production of fluctuating energy by shear of mean flow, K̄f ,
is the main destabilizing e↵ect, while the buoyancy and magnetic forces contri-
butions remain weak, K̄b slightly destabilizing and K̄m stabilizing the flow.
The thermal energy balances are again very similar for both cases of electro-
magnetic boundary conditions.
The ratio Rdt decreases here with the increasing magnetic field strength, for
all the instabilities considered, indicating the decreasing influence of dynamical
e↵ects.
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Figure 5.11: Longitudinal modes contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left),
disturbed velocity streamlines (center) and electric current streamlines (right)
for the thermally and electrically conducting walls; low Hartmann numbers
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Figure 5.12: Longitudinal modes contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left),
disturbed velocity streamlines (center) and electric current streamlines (right)
for the thermally and electrically conducting walls; high Ha
5.2.3 Longitudinal modes, thermally insulating boundaries
5.2.3.1 Longitudinal modes, thermally insulating and electrically in-
sulating boundaries
In the case of thermally insulating boundaries, with no thermal modes of instabili-
ties, the results for both electrical boundary conditions are relatively similar (Fig.
5.13). For the longitudinal oscillatory mode, changing thermal boundary condi-
tions from conducting to insulating shifts the onset of instability to much lower
Grashof numbers, though this mode is more quickly stabilised and disappears at
Ha ' 21.
Longitudinal stationary curves for both thermally conducting and thermally
insulating horizontal boundaries are relatively close to one another, with the insu-
lating case mode being slightly more dangerous for Ha < 14 and the conducting
case mode for Ha > 14.
In the case of three-dimensional oscillatory mode, the wavenumber is roughly
three times lower for the thermally insulating case and reaches its maximum
ky ' 0.96 at Ha ' 17.
The longitudinal oscillatory mode occurs here at lower frequency than in the
case of thermally conducting boundaries.
Thermal boundary conditions do not strongly a↵ect the dominant fluctuating
thermal energy balance (Table 5.5) for the oscillatory instabilities and similar
conclusions can be drawn as for the cases of thermally conducting boundaries.
The secondary fluctuating kinetic energy balance is here less a↵ected by the
magnetic field than for the thermally conducting walls cases.
For the stationary longitudinal instabilities of dynamical origin, the thermal
energy balances strongly depend on the thermal boundary conditions. For the
thermally insulating walls, the horizontal temperature transport ⇥̄
2
is the only
destabilizing e↵ect, growing with the increasing Hartmann number Ha. The
vertical temperature transport ⇥̄
1
serves here as a weak stabilizing contribution,
becoming more pronounced at the higher values of Ha.
The dominant kinetic fluctuating energy balance is here very similar to the
case of thermally conducting and electrically insulating boundaries. The kinetic
contributions are here slightly more influenced by the magnetic field strength,
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with the stronger respective stabilizing and destabilizing terms.
The contour plots with side views of disturbed temperature isotherms, velocity
streamlines and electric current streamlines are presented in Fig. 5.14.
Ha K̄f K̄b K̄m ⇥̄1 ⇥̄2 Rdt
oscillatory instabilities
2 0.49 0.60 -0.09 -0.07 1.07 0.29
6 0.69 1.00 -0.69 -0.14 1.14 0.24
10 0.90 1.71 -1.61 -0.29 1.29 0.21
stationary instabilities
2 1.00 0.01 -0.01 -0.08 1.08 5.69
6 1.07 0.01 -0.08 -0.08 1.08 4.87
10 1.14 0.01 -0.15 -0.10 1.10 3.97
25 1.29 0.02 -0.31 -0.14 1.14 3.18
60 1.39 0.02 -0.41 -0.19 1.19 2.98
100 1.43 0.02 -0.45 -0.22 1.22 3.04































































































Figure 5.13: Longitudinal modes critical values of parameters for the thermally
insulating boundaries; additional black lines represent respective curves for trans-
verse modes
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Figure 5.14: Longitudinal modes contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left),
disturbed velocity streamlines (center) and electric current streamlines (right)
for the thermally and electrically insulating walls
5.2.3.2 Longitudinal modes, thermally insulating and electrically con-
ducting boundaries
The results for electrically conducting walls show, as in the previous subsec-
tions, a more stabilizing e↵ect on the longitudinal modes (Fig.5.13). The three-
dimensional oscillatory instability reaches here its limit in Ha value and dis-
appears at Ha ' 17.1. The longitudinal stationary mode, identical for both
electrical conductivities of the boundaries at the lowest values of Hartmann num-
ber, becomes clearly more stable for electrically conducting boundary conditions
at Ha > 5.
The wavenumber curves for the electrically conducting case lie again above
the same curves in the case of electrically insulating boundaries. The wavenum-
ber of the longitudinal oscillatory mode increases slowly reaching the maximum
ky ' 1.3 at Ha ' 13.85. The longitudinal stationary mode wavenumber increases
more quickly for the electrically conducting case, indicating faster decrease of the
marginal cells with increasing magnetic field intensity. The oscillatory longi-
tudinal mode occurs here at higher frequencies for the electrically conducting
boundaries.
As mentioned before, thermal boundary conditions do not strongly a↵ect the
fluctuating energy balances (Table 5.6) for the oscillatory instabilities of thermal
origin, while the stationary instabilities of dynamical origin strongly depend on
the electromagnetic and thermal boundary conditions.
The ratio Rdt for the case of thermally insulating and electrically conducting
boundaries increases with the increasing magnetic field strength, indicating the
increasing influence of dynamical e↵ects. For all the other boundary conditions
combinations, the ratio Rdt decreases.
The contour plots with side views of disturbed temperature isotherms, velocity
streamlines and electric current streamlines are presented in Fig. 5.15.
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Ha K̄f K̄b K̄m ⇥̄1 ⇥̄2 Rdt
oscillatory instabilities
2 0.60 0.56 -0.16 -0.08 1.08 0.30
6 1.44 0.74 -1.18 -0.17 1.17 0.29
10 2.49 1.17 -2.65 -0.35 1.35 0.22
stationary instabilities
2 1.01 0.01 -0.02 -0.08 1.08 5.72
6 1.10 0.01 -0.11 -0.08 1.08 4.96
10 1.21 0.01 -0.22 -0.10 1.10 4.11
25 1.47 0.01 -0.48 -0.15 1.15 3.65
60 1.71 0.01 -0.72 -0.20 1.20 4.06
100 1.81 0.01 -0.82 -0.22 1.22 4.68
Table 5.6: Longitudinal modes, energy balances for the thermally insulating and
electrically conducting walls.
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Figure 5.15: Longitudinal modes contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left),
disturbed velocity streamlines (center) and electric current streamlines (right)
for the thermally and insulating and electrically conducting walls
5.2.4 Summary
It has been found that in the case of electrically conducting boundaries, the
magnetic field stabilises the longitudinal oscillatory modes more e ciently in
both cases of thermal boundary conditions. Thermally conducting walls seem to
cause most dangerous instabilities in almost all ranges of the Hartmann number.
Critical values of parameters for the most dangerous modes for all the boundary
conditions combinations considered are presented in Tables 5.7-5.10.
type of instability Ha Grcrit kcrit
transverse stationary 2 9.903 · 103 2.65
transverse stationary 6 4.058 · 104 2.12
longitudinal oscillatory 10 4.313 · 105 2.41
longitudinal stationary 40 2 · 107 15.3
transverse oscillatory 100 7.65 · 107 11.3
transverse oscillatory 400 7.827 · 108 24.4
transverse oscillatory 1000 4.5 · 109 38.2
Table 5.7: The most dangerous modes for thermally and electrically conducting
boundaries
type of instability Ha Grcrit kcrit
transverse stationary 2 9.903 · 103 2.65
transverse stationary 6 4.058 · 104 2.12
longitudinal oscillatory 10 3.839 · 105 2.28
longitudinal stationary 40 1.868 · 107 21.7
longitudinal oscillatory 100 7.092 · 107 16.6
transverse oscillatory 400 7.827 · 108 24.4
transverse oscillatory 1000 4.5 · 109 38.2
Table 5.8: The most dangerous modes for thermally conducting and electrically
insulating boundaries
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type of instability Ha Grcrit kcrit
transverse stationary 2 1.023 · 104 2.65
longitudinal oscillatory 6 5.375 · 104 0.86
longitudinal oscillatory 10 1.696 · 105 1.17
longitudinal stationary 40 3.573 · 107 21.3
longitudinal stationary 100 6.095 · 108 46.7
Table 5.9: The most dangerous modes for thermally insulating and electrically
conducting boundaries
type of instability Ha Grcrit kcrit
transverse stationary 2 1.023 · 104 2.65
longitudinal oscillatory 6 3.664 · 104 0.67
longitudinal oscillatory 10 9.385 · 104 0.82
longitudinal stationary 40 2.842 · 107 18.2
longitudinal stationary 100 4.296 · 108 35.5
Table 5.10: The most dangerous modes for thermally and electrically insulating
boundaries
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5.3 Prm 6= 0 linear stability results
The inductionless approximation is confirmed to be valid for Prm up to Prm =
10 4 for the range of Ha considered here. Further increase of Prm will cause a
divergence between di↵erent modes, depending on the boundary conditions, and
on the values of critical parameters.
Here only the results for transverse modes with ky = 0 are presented. The de-
tailed analysis of inductionless approximation presented in Section 5.2 confirmed,
that these are the most dangerous instabilities for most ranges of the Hartmann
number. A brief inspection of the longitudinal modes showed, that with the in-
crease of Prm, only small deviations of no significance can be observed and no
new longitudinal instabilities have been found.
For Prm ! 0 the electrical boundary conditions show no e↵ect on the trans-
verse instabilities. The magnetic field stabilises these modes very e ciently shift-
ing the onset of instabilities to higher Grashof numbers. At the higher values
of Ha, instabilities appear mainly as a result of potentially unstable thermal
stratification zones near the horizontal boundaries and exist only for thermally
conducting cases.
An increase of the value of magnetic Prandtl numbers results in a divergence
between the two cases of electromagnetic boundary conditions. All the instability
modes, described in the previous subsections for Prm ! 0, have their counter-
parts for the nonzero Prm values considered here. The influence of Prm on the
respective modes can be described by the following common characteristics.
The stationary low Hartmann number branches, for all the boundary condi-
tions, lie very closely to one another for di↵erent magnetic Prandtl numbers, with
the lower Prm modes disappearing at slightly lower Ha values. The increased
Prm values shifts the critical wavenumbers towards lower values, which is ap-
parent for the thermally insulating cases (Fig. 5.16 and 5.20; notice that all the
modes in these figures are stationary), causing the increase of the marginal cells
sizes.
For the oscillatory thermal branches, present at higher Ha values, in the cases
of thermally conducting walls, the increase of the magnetic Prandtl number Prm
has a stabilising e↵ect for both cases of electromagnetic boundary conditions.
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The wavenumber decreses here, causing again the increase of the marginal cells
sizes.
In both cases the frequency curves experience very similar behaviour: the
higher Prm modes, appearing at higher critical frequencies, after a characteristic
Ha values, switch to the lowest frequencies.
In the cases of electrically insulating boundaries there are new most danger-
ous instabilities appearing for the whole range of Ha considered. These will be
discussed in details in the following subsections.
5.3.1 Transverse modes, thermally insulating and electri-
cally conducting walls
The stationary lowHamodes are the only instabilities present for these boundary
conditions, giving a pattern for the respective branches in the other boundary
conditions cases (Fig. 5.16).
The energy analysis results (Table 5.7) show, that, while increasing magnetic
Prandtl number up to Prm = 10 4 show no e↵ect on the neutral stability curves,
slight changes in the fluctuating energy balances can be noticed. The ratio Rdt is
here lower than in the inductionless approximation case, suggesting weaker dom-
inance of the dynamical e↵ects. In the thermal energy balance, the production of
fluctuating thermal energy by the vertical transport of temperature ⇥̄
1
increases
here quicker with the increasing Hartmann number. In the very weak fluctuating
magnetic energy balance, the only remaining contribution balancing dissipation
is the term corresponding to stretching of magnetic field lines along the field,
M̄s3.
The increase of magnetic Prandtl number up to Prm = 10 2 does not change
significantly the thermal and kinetic energy balances, while the weakest fluctu-
ating magnetic energy balance is modified. The main destabilizing term M̄s3
weakens here with the increasing magnetic field strength, and other destabilizing
contributions, corresponding to advection M̄ad and stretching of magnetic field
lines along the flow M̄s2, increase. The fluctuating magnetic energy production
by shear of mean flow M̄s1 serves as a weak stabilizing contribution at the lowest
Hartmann numbers, turning into a destabilizing term just before the instability
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Ha K̄f K̄b K̄m ⇥̄1 ⇥̄2 M̄ad M̄s1 M̄s2 M̄s3 Rdt Rdm Rtm
Prm = 10 4 stationary instabilities
2 1.11 -0.06 -0.05 0.17 0.83 0 0 0 1 10.9 20.6 1.89
6 1.73 -0.42 -0.31 0.65 0.35 0 0 0 1 1.69 3.19 1.89
9 2.02 -0.74 -0.28 0.94 0.06 0 0 0 1 0.16 3.52 22.3
Prm = 10 2 stationary instabilities
2 1.11 -0.06 -0.05 0.17 0.83 0.02 -0.02 0.06 0.94 10.8 18.4 1.70
6 1.83 -0.47 -0.36 0.73 0.27 0.09 -0.05 0.15 0.81 1.44 2.48 1.73
9 2.08 -0.76 -0.32 0.97 0.03 0.28 0.20 0.15 0.31 0.20 1.11 5.62
Prm = 10 1 stationary instabilities
2 1.14 -0.06 -0.08 0.17 0.83 0.24 0.01 0.46 0.29 10.2 6.53 0.64
6 1.60 -0.36 -0.24 0.52 0.48 0.24 0.43 0.27 0.06 1.91 0.36 0.19
9 -0.84 -0.16 2.00 0.60 0.40 0.41 1.49 -1.15 0.25 0.51 0.34 0.66
Prm = 100 stationary instabilities
2 0.40 -0.03 0.63 0.22 0.78 0.16 1.20 -0.46 0.10 14.0 0.55 0.04
6 -0.69 -0.02 1.71 0.10 0.90 2.29 2.75 -4.42 0.38 1.68 1.08 0.64
9 -0.45 -0.01 1.46 0.01 0.99 3.94 2.41 -5.77 0.42 0.64 1.00 1.56
Table 5.11: Transverse modes, energy balances for the thermally insulating and
electrically conducting walls
disappearance.
Further increase of Prm show significant changes in the fluctuating energy
balances. For Prm = 10 1, in the dominant fluctuating kinetic energy balance,
all the contributions increase slowly with Ha and just before disappearance of the
instability, the term corresponding to production of fluctuating energy by shear
of mean flow K̄f changes from destabilizing, to stabilizing, while the contribution
corresponding to magnetic forces K̄m, changes from stabilizing to destabilizing.
The thermal fluctuating energy balance is here less a↵ected by the magnetic
field strength. In the magnetic energy balance, all the contributions balancing
dissipation (advection M̄ad, stretching of magnetic field lines by shear of mean
flow M̄s1, along the flow M̄s2 and along the magnetic field M̄s3) are destabilizing
first, and the term corresponding to stretching of magnetic field lines along the
flow M̄s2 becomes stabilizing just before the instability disappearance. The ratio
Rtm shows the dominance of magnetic e↵ects over thermal.
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For the highest value of magnetic Prandtl number considered here, Prm = 100,
the ratio Rdm shows, that the magnetic e↵ects gain importance and dominate
together with the dynamic contributions. In the kinetic energy balance, the
contribution corresponding to magnetic forces K̄m is destabilizing, while the shear
of mean flow term K̄f serves as a destabilizing contribution for the lowest Ha
values and quickly changes to a stabilizing contribution. The buoyancy forces
contribution K̄b here is negligible.
In the magnetic energy balance, the contribution by stretching of magnetic
field lines along the flow M̄s2 is a strong stabilizing term, while all the other
contributions are destabilizing. In the secondary thermal energy balance, the
horizontal transport of temperature ⇥̄
2
destabilizes the flow, while the vertical
transport of temperature ⇥̄
1
becomes negligible with the increased Ha.
The side views of temperature disturbance isotherms, disturbed velocity stream-
lines and disturbed magnetic field lines are presented in Fig. 5.17, showing the
influence of the magnetic Prandtl number on the instability cross-sections. These
results confirm, that while the slight increase of Prm does not a↵ect transverse
modes significantly, Prm = 10 1 seems to be a transition value between the purely
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Figure 5.16: Critical values of parameters, thermally insulating & electrically
conducting walls
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Figure 5.17: Transverse modes contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left), dis-
turbed velocity streamlines (center) and disturbed magnetic field lines (right) for
the thermally insulating and electrically conducting walls
5.3.2 Transverse modes, thermally conducting and elec-
trically conducting walls
Here the instability modes experience common behavior patterns for the respec-
tive branches, described above. The neutral stability curves (Fig. 5.18) for
Prm = 10 4 repeat the inductionless approximation results, both for the low
Hartmann stationary instabilities and for the high Hartmann number oscillatory
thermal instabilities. The results for Prm = 10 3 show small deviations, while
further increase up to Prm = 10 2.5 results in a significant shift towards lower
oscillatory mode wavenumbers. An interesting change is observed at the onset
of the oscillatory instability for Prm = 10 2.5, occurring at much higher Grashof
number and higher frequency.
The energy analysis results show that the kinetic and thermal fluctuating en-
ergy balances for Prm = 10 4 are identical with the inductionless approximation
case for the stationary instabilities of dynamical origin, while small deviation
for the oscillatory instabilities may be considered negligible. In the very weak
magnetic energy balance, again the only component balancing a weak magnetic
dissipation is the contribution corresponding to stretching of magnetic field lines
along the field, M̄S3.
For Prm = 10 3, the energy balances for low Hartmann number stationary
instabilities remain unchanged. In the case of oscillatory instabilities of thermal
origin, the kinetic energy balance is more a↵ected by the changing magnetic field,
with the stronger stabilizing contributions due to magnetic forces K̄m and shear
of mean flow K̄f , and stronger destabilizing contribution due to buoyancy e↵ects
K̄b. The thermal energy balance remains here very similar to the induction-
less approximation case, with a slightly weaker vertical transport of temperature
term ⇥̄
1
and slightly stronger horizontal transport of temperature term ⇥̄
2
. In
the magnetic energy balance, contributions corresponding to advection M̄ad and
stretching of magnetic field lines due to shear of mean flow M̄S1 remain negli-
gible, the stretching of magnetic field lines along the field term M̄S3 remain the
main destabilizing contribution, while the e↵ect of stretching of magnetic field
lines along the flow M̄S2 serves as a small stabilizing contributions at the low Ha
values and as a small destabilizing contribution for the higher Ha.
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For Prm = 10 2.5, in the case of low Hartmann stationary instabilities, the
kinetic energy balance is slightly more a↵ected by the increased Ha, while the
thermal energy balance remains unchanged. In the fluctuating magnetic energy
balance, all the deviations from the inductionless approximations are negligible
for the lowest Ha values, while the contribution due to stretching of magnetic
field lines along the flow M̄S2 serves as an additional small destabilizing e↵ect
just before the instability disappearance.
For the high Hartmann number oscillatory instabilities in the case of Prm =
10 2.5, the dominant thermal fluctuating energy balance is more a↵ected by the
magnetic field strength and for Ha > 100 the term corresponding to the hori-
zontal transport transport of temperature ⇥̄
2
gains importance as an additional
destabilizing term. In the fluctuating kinetic energy balance, the only destabiliz-
ing contribution due to buoyancy forces K̄b is much stronger here and balanced
by strong stabilizing e↵ects of magnetic field K̄m and the secondary stabilizing
contribution due to shear of mean flow K̄f .
In the magnetic energy balance for Prm = 10 2.5, the contribution correspond-
ing to stretching of magnetic field lines due to shear of mean flow M̄S1 remains
negligible. The stretching of magnetic field lines along the field M̄S3 serves as
a weak destabilizing contribution at the onset of this instability, increases with
increasing Ha and becomes the only destabilizing e↵ect at high Ha values. The
contribution due to stretching of magnetic field lines along the flow M̄S2 is the
main destabilizing contribution at the instability onset, then decreases and be-
comes negligible at high Ha values. The magnetic contribution corresponding to
advection M̄ad serves first as a small destabilizing e↵ect and for Ha > 500 also
becomes negligible.
The side views of temperature disturbance isotherms, velocity streamlines
and magnetic field lines (Fig. 5.19) show that for the magnetic Prandtl number
increased up to Prm = 10 2.5, previously weak magnetic field disturbances, gain
importance and significantly deform the instability modes.
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Ha K̄f K̄b K̄m ⇥̄1 ⇥̄2 M̄ad M̄s1 M̄s2 M̄s3 Rdt Rdm Rtm
Prm = 10 4 stationary ostabilities
2 1.08 -0.03 -0.05 0.06 0.94 0 0 0 1 25.5 20.5 0.81
6 1.48 -0.11 -0.37 0.14 0.86 0 0 0 1 6.66 2.70 0.41
10 1.87 -0.54 -0.33 0.73 0.27 0 0 0 1 0.53 3.01 5.71
oscillatory instabilities
60 -1.00 4.47 -2.47 0.98 0.02 0 0 0 1 0.04 0.41 9.18
100 -1.78 9.32 -6.54 0.92 0.08 0 0 -0.01 1.01 0.03 0.15 5.22
500 -0.40 23.8 -22.4 0.95 0.05 0 0 -0.02 1.02 0.01 0.05 3.12
103 -0.10 29.0 -27.9 0.97 0.03 0 0 -0.02 1.02 0.01 0.04 3.04
Prm = 10 3 stationary instabilities
2 1.08 -0.03 -0.05 0.06 0.94 0 0 0.01 0.99 25.5 20.3 0.80
6 1.48 -0.10 -0.38 0.14 0.86 0 0 0.01 0.99 6.58 2.65 0.40
10 1.90 -0.55 -0.35 0.73 0.27 0 0 0.04 0.96 0.51 2.75 5.43
oscillatory instabilities
60 -1.58 5.47 -2.89 0.96 0.04 0.05 0 0.23 0.72 0.03 0.33 10.4
100 -2.69 9.91 -6.22 0.88 0.12 0.02 0 -0.01 0.99 0.03 0.16 6.02
500 -1.20 29.3 -27.1 0.89 0.11 0.01 0 -0.15 1.14 0.01 0.04 2.86
103 -0.60 36.1 -34.5 0.91 0.09 0.01 0 -0.15 1.14 0.01 0.03 2.78
Prm = 10 2.5 stationary instabillities
2 1.08 -0.03 -0.05 0.06 0.94 0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.98 25.4 19.8 0.78
6 1.50 -0.11 -0.39 0.14 0.86 0.01 -0.01 0.03 0.97 6.41 2.54 0.40
10 1.93 -0.56 -0.37 0.74 0.26 0.16 -0.04 0.14 0.74 0.50 2.10 4.21
oscillatory instabilities
60 -1.52 8.13 -5.61 0.98 0.02 0.22 0.02 0.61 0.15 0.01 0.16 25.1
100 -2.74 9.49 -5.75 0.87 0.13 0.18 0.01 0.34 0.47 0.02 0.16 10.7
500 -2.20 39.0 -35.8 0.67 0.33 0.02 0 -0.19 1.17 0.01 0.03 2.73
103 -1.40 54.2 -51.8 0.68 0.32 0 0 -0.26 1.26 0.01 0.02 2.39
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Figure 5.18: Critical values of parameters, thermally conducting & electrically
conducting walls
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Figure 5.19: Transverse modes contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left), dis-
turbed velocity streamlines (center) and disturbed magnetic field lines (right) for
the thermally and electrically conducting walls
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5.3.3 Transverse modes, thermally insulating and electri-
cally insulating walls
The stationary instability of dynamical origin both thermally and electrically
insulating walls show common behavior patterns with the case of the thermally
insulating and electrically conducting walls, for di↵erent values of Prm considered.
A new stationary instability, with no counterpart in the inductionless approx-
imation case, is observed here for a very small range of the magnetic Prandtl
number at around Prm = 10 1. The onset of this new stationary instability,
Ha ' 5.3, corresponds to a small minimum in the critical wavenumber curve of
the initial instability. The new instability becomes most dangerous and persists
up to high Hartmann numbers.
For Ha > 70 the critical Grashof number values reach asymptotic relation
Grcrit = 118Ha2, while the critical wavenumber remains constant, kcrit = 1.68.
The energy analysis results (Table 5.9), show that for Prm = 10 4, the en-
ergy balances are identical with the case of thermally insulating and electrically
conducting boundaries. For Prm = 10 2, the fluctuating thermal and magnetic
energy balances remain very similar, while in the kinetic energy balance the only
destabilizing contribution, due to shear of mean flow K̄f , is weaker here and, with
the unchanged stabilizing buoyancy e↵ects K̄b, balanced by a weaker magnetic
contribution K̄m.
Interestingly, the energy balances obtained for Prm = 100 are very similar for
both cases of electromagnetic boundary conditions.
The energy analysis of the low Hartmann number stationary instability for
Prm = 10 1 show several indications of the possibility of a new instability ap-
pearance here. The thermal energy balance, similar to the electrically conducting
boundaries case at the lowest Hartmann number values and just before the in-
stability disappearance, di↵er in the vicinity of the new instability onset. The
fluctuating thermal energy production by the vertical transport of temperature
⇥̄
1
reaches here an unexpected maximum, exceeding the horizontal temperature
transport term ⇥̄
2
by approximately three times. The ratios Rdt and Rtm show
stronger dominance of the magnetic over thermal e↵ects and decreasing impor-













































P rm = 10 4
P rm = 10 2
P rm = 10 1
P rm = 100
Figure 5.20: Critical values of parameters, thermally insulating & electrically
insulating walls
Also the fluctuating magnetic energy balance experience a significant modifi-
cation for this instability. The magnetic contribution corresponding to stretching
of magnetic field lines due to shear of mean flow M̄S1 here is stronger than in the
case of electrically insulating walls, while the advection contribution M̄ad remains
similar and becomes slightly stronger just before the instability disappearance.
The contribution by stretching of magnetic field lines along the flow M̄S2 becomes
stabilizing much sooner for this boundary conditions combinations, in the vicinity
of the new instability onset. The e↵ects of stretching of magnetic field lines along
the field M̄S3 remain similar, except the Ha values around the new instability
appearance.
The energy analysis results show, that the new stationary instability is of mag-
netic origin. With increasing strength of the magnetic field, the dynamic e↵ects
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gain importance, while the thermal e↵ects remain least important. For Ha > 11
the dynamic e↵ects weaken again and for Ha > 16 become least important.
In the fluctuating kinetic energy balance, the contribution due to buoyancy
forces K̄b stabilizes the flow, while the magnetic e↵ects term K̄m serves as the main
destabilizing contribution. The fluctuating energy contribution due to shear of
mean flow K̄f first destabilizes the flow and in the vicinity of the minimum in the
critical wavenumber stability curve, Ha ⇡ 7.5, becomes a stabilizing contribution.
The fluctuating thermal energy e↵ects due to horizontal transport of tem-
perature ⇥̄
2
serve as a strong stabilizing contribution, growing with increasing
magnetic field strength. The secondary stabilizing contribution corresponding to
vertical transport of temperature ⇥̄
1
becomes negligible at high Ha values.
The fluctuating magnetic energy balance at the onset of this instability and
up to Ha ⇡ 10.5 show the following characteristics. The contributions due to
advection M̄ad and stretching of magnetic field lines along the flow M̄S2 are desta-
bilizing and increase with increasing Ha. The stretching of magnetic field lines
due to shear of mean flow M̄S1 serves as a decreasing destabilizing contribution,
while the e↵ects of magnetic field lines stretching along the field M̄S3 weakly
stabilize the flow.
For the higher Hartmann number values, both the destabilizing advection M̄ad
contribution and the contribution due to stretching of magnetic field lines along
the flow M̄S2 decrease. The e↵ects of stretching of magnetic lines along the field
M̄S3 become destabilizing while the e↵ects of stretching due to shear of mean flow
M̄S1 become a small stabilizing contribution.
The contour plots for the new instability (Fig. 5.21) illustrate the depar-
ture of temperature disturbances from the center of the flow towards horizontal
boundaries with increasing magnetic field strength. The side views of disturbed
velocity streamlines and magnetic field lines show the evolution of the new insta-
bility shape.
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Ha K̄f K̄b K̄m ⇥̄1 ⇥̄2 M̄ad M̄s1 M̄s2 M̄s3 Rdt Rdm Rtm
Prm = 10 4 stationary instabilities
2 1.11 -0.06 -0.05 0.17 0.83 0 0 0 1 10.9 20.6 1.89
6 1.73 -0.42 -0.31 0.65 0.35 0 0 0 1 1.69 3.19 1.88
9 2.02 -0.74 -0.28 0.94 0.06 0 0 0 1 0.16 3.52 22.2
Prm = 10 2 stationary instabilities
2 1.11 -0.06 -0.05 0.17 0.83 0.01 -0.02 0.07 0.94 10.8 18.6 1.72
6 1.77 -0.44 -0.33 0.67 0.33 0.06 -0.10 0.18 0.86 1.60 2.67 1.67
9 1.89 -0.80 -0.09 1.04 -0.04 0.22 0.31 0.11 0.36 0.28 1.36 4.88
Prm = 10 1 stationary instabilities
2 1.11 -0.06 -0.05 0.16 0.84 0.22 0.09 0.46 0.23 10.3 7.11 0.69
5 1.08 -0.21 0.13 0.26 0.74 0.25 0.38 0.34 0.03 2.93 0.89 0.30
6 1.25 -0.31 0.06 0.78 0.22 0.24 0.78 -0.18 0.16 1.18 0.25 0.21
7 0.28 -0.22 0.94 0.72 0.28 0.27 1.06 -0.53 0.20 0.92 0.27 0.30
9 -1.29 -0.15 2.44 0.57 0.43 0.47 1.66 -1.37 0.24 0.45 0.34 0.74
new stationary instabilities
6 0.66 -0.32 0.66 0.26 0.74 0.26 0.47 0.37 -0.10 1.85 0.81 0.44
7 0.23 -0.33 1.10 0.20 0.80 0.29 0.44 0.50 -0.23 1.58 1.01 0.64
9 -0.14 -0.29 1.43 0.13 0.87 0.33 0.14 0.70 -0.17 1.43 1.18 0.83
10 -0.22 -0.28 1.50 0.11 0.89 0.33 0.01 0.73 -0.07 1.36 1.14 0.83
11 -0.28 -0.27 1.55 0.10 0.90 0.31 -0.10 0.73 0.06 1.30 1.04 0.80
16 -0.38 -0.27 1.65 0.06 0.94 0.23 -0.27 0.62 0.42 1.01 0.57 0.57
20 -0.38 -0.29 1.67 0.05 0.95 0.20 -0.27 0.57 0.50 0.83 0.38 0.46
100 -0.11 -1.53 2.64 0.04 0.96 0.15 -0.24 0.50 0.59 0.14 0.04 0.28
Prm = 100 stationary instabilities
2 0.41 -0.04 0.63 0.22 0.78 0.16 1.20 -0.46 0.10 14.1 0.55 0.04
6 -0.71 -0.02 1.73 0.10 0.90 2.33 2.77 -4.48 0.38 1.65 1.08 0.66
9 -0.47 -0.01 1.48 0.01 0.99 4.04 2.44 -5.90 0.42 0.62 1.01 1.62
Table 5.13: Transverse modes, energy balances for the thermally and electrically
insulating walls
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Figure 5.21: Transverse modes contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left), dis-
turbed velocity streamlines (center) and disturbed magnetic field lines (right) for
the thermally and electrically insulating walls, the new instability
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5.3.4 Transverse modes, thermally conducting and elec-
trically insulating walls
In the case of thermally conducting and electrically insulating walls, for Prm =
10 4 and for Prm = 10 3 the low Hartmann number stationary and the high
Hartmann number oscillatory instabilities experience common behavior patterns
with their counterparts of the thermally and electrically conducting boundaries
case. Further increase of the magnetic Prandtl number leads to major di↵erences
between the two cases.
For for Prm = 10 2.5, the oscillatory instability appears at slightly higher Ha,
with lower critical Grashof number, critical wavenumber and frequency than the
repsective instability in the case of thermally and electrically conducting walls.
For the boundary conditions consisting of a combination of thermally con-
ducting and electrically insulating walls, two kinds of new instability appear at
very narrow ranges of Prm, namely a new oscillatory instability for Prm = 10 2.5
and a stationary instability for Prm = 10 2, which originatess from the low Ha
stationary mode.
The energy analysis results show that the stationary instabilities energy bal-
ances for Prm = 10 4 and for Prm = 10 3 are identical with the inductionless ap-
proximation case, except just before the instabilities disappearance, where small
fluctuating energy deviations are negligible. For oscillatory modes appearing at
higher Ha, fluctuating thermal and magnetic energy balances for Prm = 10 4
and for Prm = 10 3 are again the same as in the inductionless approximation
case. The kinetic energy balance for Prm = 10 4 is slightly more a↵ected here
for Ha > 500, while for Prm = 10 3 all the kinetic contributions are stronger
over the whole instability range.
The energy results for Prm = 10 2.5 show, that for the low Ha stationary
instability, again slight deviations form the inductionless approximation case oc-
cur only just before the instability disappearance. For the oscillatory instability,
in the dominant thermal energy balance, the secondary destabilizing e↵ects of
horizontal temperature transport ⇥̄
2
are here stronger, while the contribution
corresponding to vertical transport of temperature ⇥̄
1
is weaker here than in the
inductionless approximation case. In the kinetic energy balance, terms corre-
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sponding to the buoyancy K̄b and magnetic K̄m e↵ects are stronger here desta-
bilizing and stabilizing, respectively. The magnetic energy balance shows, that
the e↵ects of stretching of magnetic field lines along the field M̄S3 are weakly
stabilizing at the instability onset, gaining importance with the increase of Ha.
Both the advection M̄ad and stretching of magnetic lines due to shear of mean
flow M̄S1 contributions are slightly destabilizing at the instability onset and soon
become negligible. Stretching of magnetic field lines along the flow M̄S2 is the
main destabilizing e↵ect at the beginning of the instability. It decreases with
increased Ha and switches no negative values for higher magnetic field strength.
The ratios Rdm and Rtm indicate increasing importance of the magnetic e↵ects
with increasing Prm.
The new oscillatory instability for Prm = 10 2.5 appears atHa ⇡ 19 and is the
most dangerous for a small range of Ha, just after its onset. After the appearance
of the high Ha instability originated from the inductionless approximation, it
soon becomes the most stable. This instability has lower frequency and much
lower wavenumber than other oscillatory instabilities discussed above. There is
no indication of possible asymptotic behavior for high Hartmann numbers.
The energy analysis for this new instability shows that in the dominant ther-
mal energy balance, the e↵ects of vertical transport of temperature ⇥̄
1
serve
here as main destabilizing contribution, with the secondary stabilizing e↵ects of
horizontal transport of temperature bar⇥
2
. In the fluctuating magnetic energy
balance, advection M̄ad serves as a small stabilizing contribution for all the insta-
bility range, while the contribution due to stretching of magnetic field lines along
the flow M̄S2 becomes destabilizing soon after the instability onset. The e↵ect
of stretching of magnetic field lines due to shear of mean flow M̄S1 is the main
destabilizing contribution at the instability onset but it decreases with increasing
Ha. At the same time the destabilizing e↵ects due to stretching of magnetic
lines along the field M̄S3, first negligible, become significant at larger Ha. In the
least important fluctuating kinetic energy balance, the magnetic term K̄m is the
main destabilizing contribution at the onset. It decreases with increasing mag-
netic field strength and stabilizes the flow at higher Ha. The buoyancy forces
term K̄b, stabilizing at the beginning, soon becomes an increasing destabilizing
contribution. The kinetic contribution due to shear of mean flow K̄f , stabilizing
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at the instability onset, quickly switches to positive values, and back to negative
for higher Ha values.
The side views of temperature disturbance isotherms, velocity streamlines
and magnetic field lines (Fig. 5.23) show the new oscillatory instability evo-
lution with increasing magnetic field strength, particularly the appearance of
disturbance isotherms structures near horizontal boundaries and changes in the
velocity streamlines towards more regular modes.
The stationary instability for Prm = 10 2 continues from the inductionless
approximation originated mode at relatevely low critical Grashof numbers, be-
coming the most dangerous of all the instabilities discussed above. The critical
wavenumber decreases quickly for the original instability and instead of disap-
pearing, reaches its minimum kcrit = 0.53 at Ha ⇡ 15.1, increases with increasing
magnetic field strength up to kcrit = 1.47 at Ha ⇡ 225, and remains constant at
higher values of the Hartmann number.
The energy balances for this instability, similar to the cases of lower Prm
for Ha < 9, change significantly and for Ha > 10 the dynamical e↵ects loose
the dominance and the instability becomes thermal. In the dominant fluctuating
thermal energy balance, the contribution corresponding to horizontal transport
of temperature ⇥̄
2
remains the main destabilizing term, while ⇥̄
1
serves as the
secondary stabilizing contribution. The energy analysis shows major di↵erences
in the fluctuating kinetic energy balance, where, while the e↵ects of buoyancy
forces K̄b remain stabilizing and increase with Ha, the term due to shear of mean
flow K̄f becomes an increasing stabilizing contribution, while the magnetic e↵ects
K̄m strongly destabilize the flow at increased values ofHa. In the magnetic energy
balance, the e↵ects of magnetic field lines stretching along the field M̄S3 remain
the main stabilizing contribution, decreasing slightly at higher Ha. The term
corresponding to stretching of magnetic field lines along the flow M̄S2 serves as an
increasing secondary destabilizing contribution, while the advection contribution
M̄ad additionally weakly stabilizes the flow. Stabilizing e↵ects of stretching of
magnetic field lines due to shear of mean flow M̄S1 become less significant with
increasing magnetic field strength.
The contour plots (Fig. 5.24) show the new stationary instability evolution
with increasing Ha, where the disturbance isotherms move towards horizontal
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Figure 5.22: Critical values of parameters, thermally conducting & electrically
insulating walls
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Ha K̄f K̄b K̄m ⇥̄1 ⇥̄2 M̄ad M̄S1 M̄S2 M̄S3 Rdt Rdm Rtm
Prm = 10 4 stationary ostabilities
2 1.08 -0.03 -0.05 0.06 0.94 0 0 0 1 25.5 20.5 0.80
6 1.48 -0.11 -0.37 0.14 0.86 0 0 0 1 6.66 2.69 0.40
10 1.87 -0.54 -0.33 0.73 0.27 0 0 0 1 0.53 2.99 5.66
oscillatory instabilities
60 -1.00 4.48 -2.48 0.98 0.02 0 0 0 1 0.04 0.40 9.16
100 -1.78 9.33 -6.55 0.92 0.08 0 0 -0.01 1.01 0.03 0.15 5.18
500 -0.40 24.3 -22.9 0.95 0.05 0 0 -0.02 1.02 0.01 0.04 3.05
103 -0.20 31.4 -30.2 0.97 0.03 0 0 -0.02 1.02 0.01 0.03 2.94
Prm = 10 3 stationary instabilities
2 1.08 -0.03 -0.05 0.06 0.94 0 0 0.01 0.99 25.5 20.3 0.80
6 1.48 -0.10 -0.38 0.14 0.86 0 0 0.01 0.99 6.59 2.65 0.40
10 1.89 -0.55 -0.34 0.72 0.28 0.02 -0.05 0.06 0.97 0.53 2.84 5.34
oscillatory instabilities
60 -1.53 5.51 -2.98 0.96 0.04 0.04 -0.01 0.25 0.72 0.03 0.32 10.0
100 -2.70 10.0 -6.30 0.88 0.12 0.01 0 0 0.99 0.03 0.16 5.93
500 -1.30 30.1 -27.8 0.89 0.11 0 0 -0.14 1.14 0.01 0.04 2.79
103 -0.70 40.2 -38.5 0.91 0.09 0 0 -0.14 1.14 0.01 0.03 2.68
Prm = 10 2.5 stationary instabillities
2 1.08 -0.03 -0.05 0.06 0.94 0 0 0.02 0.98 25.4 19.8 0.78
6 1.50 -0.11 -0.39 0.14 0.86 0.01 -0.01 0.03 0.97 6.45 2.56 0.40
10 1.84 -0.56 -0.28 0.65 0.35 0.10 -0.11 0.16 0.85 0.62 2.50 4.01
oscillatory instabilities
60 -0.76 7.09 -5.33 0.98 0.02 0.12 0.13 0.55 0.20 0.01 0.13 14.96
100 -3.0 10.3 -6.30 0.86 0.14 0.08 0.01 0.41 0.50 0.01 0.14 9.46
500 -2.30 41.4 -38.1 0.67 0.33 -0.01 0 -0.13 1.14 0.01 0.03 2.60
103 -1.70 69.4 -66.7 0.69 0.31 -0.02 0 -0.21 1.23 0.01 0.01 2.26
new oscillatory instabilities
20 -2.39 -1.29 4.68 0.93 0.07 -0.04 1.14 -0.09 -0.01 0.01 0.06 6.28
40 0.69 0.27 0.04 0.93 0.07 -0.06 0.62 0.31 0.13 0.03 0.06 2.25
60 0.51 3.88 -3.39 0.97 0.03 -0.03 0.38 0.36 0.29 0.01 0.05 3.99
100 -1.28 5.25 -2.97 0.88 0.12 -0.08 0.33 0.30 0.45 0.01 0.06 4.85
Prm = 10 2 stationary instabillities
2 1.08 -0.03 -0.05 0.06 0.94 0.02 -0.02 0.06 0.94 25.3 18.5 0.73
6 1.51 -0.11 -0.40 0.14 0.86 0.04 -0.07 0.13 0.90 6.17 2.34 0.38
10 1.48 -0.40 -0.08 0.28 0.72 0.17 -0.19 0.27 0.75 0.94 1.63 1.73
20 -0.77 -0.69 2.46 0.12 0.88 0.21 -0.63 0.32 1.10 0.21 0.79 3.69
40 -1.67 -1.46 4.13 0.10 0.90 0.15 -0.44 0.31 0.98 0.11 0.17 1.53
60 -1.43 -2.34 4.77 0.11 0.89 0.14 -0.35 0.36 0.85 0.08 0.09 1.10
Table 5.14: Transverse modes, energy balances for the thermally conducting and
electrically insulating walls
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Figure 5.23: Transverse modes contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left), dis-
turbed velocity streamlines (center) and disturbed magnetic field lines (right) for
the thermally conducting and electrically insulating walls, the new instability for
Prm = 10 2.5
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Figure 5.24: Transverse modes contour plots of disturbance isotherms (left), dis-
turbed velocity streamlines (center) and disturbed magnetic field lines (right) for
the thermally conducting and electrically insulating walls, the new instability for
Prm = 10 2
Chapter 6
Vertical channel with internal
heating sources
6.1 Problem formulation
Consider the problem of linear stability of an infinite vertical fluid layer with
uniformly distributed internal heat sources Q = 1, as shown in Fig. 6.1. The two
parallel vertical rigid boundaries are maintained at constant and equal tempera-
tures, and it is assumed that the horizontal extension of the plates is large. The
flow, subject to a uniform magnetic field B
0
= ez is studied in the presence of
gravity g = ex.
The problem, considered in the inductionless approximation, has a steady flow




(z), 0, 0] and the
basic temperature profile T
0
(z) are governed, as follows from (2.35)-(2.37), by the







= 0 , (6.1)
T 00
0
+ PrQ = 0 . (6.2)
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of the vertical fluid layer with side walls of equal
temperatures
The analytical expressions for basic velocity u
0
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The temperature profile does not depend on the Hartmann number, thus,
being independent of the magnetic field B
0
, is identical with the case of natural
convection in the absence of the magnetic field [59]. The basic electric potential
for both electrically conducting and electrically insulating walls is constant and
can be set to zero:
 
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Figure 6.2: Base velocity and temperature profiles for Pr = 0.015 and Gr = 106







ikx  Ha2@2z}ŵ +Grikx@z ✓̂ =  D2ŵ , (6.6)
{D2   u
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ikx  Ha2}!̂z + u0
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ikx}✓̂   T 0
0
ŵ =  ✓̂ . (6.8)
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Here, similarly to Chapter 5.2, the electric potential   is related to the vorticity
! through (2.46), which leads to the following disturbance equation:
!̂z = D
2 ̂ , (6.9)
with the following boundary conditions for the disturbed electric potential:
 ̂ = 0 at z = ±0.5 for electrically conducting walls,
@z ̂ = 0 at z = ±0.5 for electrically insulating walls.
Hereafter, following the reasoning presented in [59] for Ha = 0, only trans-
verse modes with ky = 0 are considered. In order to examine the e↵ect of a
uniform magnetic field applied along the z  axis on the stability of convective
flow in the vertical channel, the numerical stability results have been obtained
for Pr = 0.015. As in previous chapters, the critical Grashof number is defined
by minimization along the wavenumber kx.
The appropriate boundary conditions for disturbances are applied, as speci-
fied in Section 3.2. Since the vertical walls are held and constant temperatures,
only thermally conducting boundary conditions for disturbed temperature are
considered.
6.2 Linear stability results
It has been already shown in [59], that in the absence of externally applied mag-
netic field, for Ha = 0, the transverse oscillatory instability modes are observed.
The dependence of critical Grashof number, critical wavenumber and critical fre-
quency for di↵erent values of Pr are shown in Fig.6.3. These results are in agree-
ment with the findings in [59] and serve as a starting point for the investigation
of the e↵ects of an externally applied magnetic field on the problem.
The linear stability analysis has been performed for the cases of electrically
conducting and electrically insulating side walls. The results show (Fig. 6.4),
that the electrical boundary conditions have no e↵ect on the instabilities. For
Ha ! 0 the instability tends to a unique limit Grcrit = 3.616 · 106, kcrit = 4.14
and fcrit = 38.
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Figure 6.3: Critical values of parameters for Ha = 0
With the increased magnetic field strength, the critical values of these pa-
rameters increase slowly up to Ha ⇡ 9.3, where the critical wavenumber reaches
its maximum kcrit ⇡ 4.4. For Ha > 9.3, the magnetic field stabilizes the flow
very quickly, shifting the critical Grashof number and the critical frequency to-
wards high values. For 40 < Ha < 100, the following behavior of the neu-
tral stability curves has been observed: Grcrit = 172Ha4.3, kcrit = 10.6Ha 0.3,
fcrit = 0.14Ha2.6. The instability then disappears and no new branches have been
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found for Ha > 100.
The energy analysis has been performed to establish the perturbation energy
balances and to identify the instability mechanisms. In the fluctuating thermal
energy balance, the contribution corresponding to horizontal transeptrt of tem-
perature ⇥̄
2
does not exist as the basic temperature profile is here independent of
the x  direction. The only contribution balancing the dissipation is the energy
production by vertical transport of temperature ⇥̄
1
, and the fluctuating thermal
energy balance reads ⇥̄
1
= ⇥̄d = 1.
The energy results (Table 6.1) show, that the comparison ratio Rdt is large,
Rdt   1, indicating the strong dominance of the dynamical e↵ects and negligible
importance of the thermal contributions. The kinetic energy balance is strongly
influenced by the magnetic field, which stabilizes the instability very e ciently.
The increasing stabilizing magnetic contribution K̄m is balanced by the desta-
bilizing buoyancy e↵ects K̄b and the energy production by shear of mean flow
K̄f .
The contour plots illustrating side views of temperature disturbance isotherms
and disturbed velocity streamlines are presented for di↵erent values of Ha in Fig.
6.5.
Ha K̄f K̄b K̄m Rdt
0.1 0.98 0.02 0 5983
2 1.02 0.02 -0.04 5410
5 1.17 0.02 -0.19 3410
10 1.58 0.06 -0.64 1152
30 2.92 1.03 -2.95 85.9
80 0.20 11.8 -11.0 38.1

































































Figure 6.4: Critical values of parameters for the vertical channel problem
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temperature, Ha = 2
z
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The present study has addressed the problem of the stability of buoyant convec-
tive flows in horizontal layers and vertical channels. A number of configurations
has been considered, including the Rayleigh-Bénard problem, the horizontal layer
with longitudinal temperature gradient and the vertical channel with internal
heating sources.
The e↵ect of an externally applied magnetic field on the onset of instability
has been studied numerically. The numerical method has been verified by a con-
vergence study and by a comparison with the results for the simplified problems
available in literature.
The preset study allowed to verify the validity of the inductionless approxi-
mation by comparing the neutral stability results for small but non-zero magnetic
Prandtl numbers with the results obtained in the approximation of Prm = 0.
Patterns of steady state flows and their stability have been investigated for the
Prandtl number Pr = 0.015, corresponding to the liquid metal or semiconductor
properties in the relevant applications, and for the wide range of the Hartmann
number, sometimes up to Ha = 105. The results obtained for the high values of
the applied magnetic field allowed to deduce asymptotic relations for the critical
parameters for high Ha.
This study successfully allowed to identify the nature of instabilities consid-
ered. Additionally, for each configuration, the perturbation energy analysis has
been performed for better understanding of the instability mechanisms. The main
results can be summarized as follows.
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The problem of Rayleigh-Bénard convection with the stabilizing e↵ect of a
vertical magnetic field has been investigated in Chapter 4. The results show
that for the considered range of Ha, the inductionless approximation is valid for
Prm  10 2. The linear stability results have been obtained for the two cases of
electromagnetic boundary conditions: perfectly conducting and perfectly insulat-
ing. Two types of instabilities have been identified, namely the stationary mode
present both in the inductionless approximation and for the non-zero magnetic
Prandtl number, and the oscillatory mode observed for Prm > 10 2.
For the Hartmann numbers lower than a certain critical value, dependent on
Prm, the instability sets in a stationary mode, and above that value, the instabil-
ity sets in an oscillatory mode. It has been shown that the electrical conductivity
of the walls has no e↵ect on the stationary instability, but the transition from
stationary to oscillatory mode takes place at higher Ha for the case of electrically
conducting boundaries. For the highest values of Ha considered, the asymptotic
relations have been obtained for the stationary and oscillatory modes. These
results are in good agreement with the asymptotic expansions for Ha   1.
The problem of the horizontal layer with longitudinal temperature gradient
and vertical magnetic field has been considered in Chapter 5, first in the in-
ductionless approximation, and then for the non-zero magnetic Prandtl number.
Linear stability results have been obtained for the following cases of the boundary
conditions: both thermally and electrically conducting walls, thermally conduct-
ing and electrically insulating walls, both thermally and electrically insulating
walls, and for thermally insulating and electrically conducting walls.
Here four main types of instabilities have been identified: the low-Hartmann
number stationary transverse instabilities of hydrodynamical origin, the high-
Hartmann number transverse oscillatory instabilities of thermal origin, the low-
Hartmann number longitudinal oscillatory instabilities of thermal origin and the
high-Hartmann number longitudinal instabilities of thermal origin.
The inductionless approximation results show that, in contrast to the pre-
vious notion, the transverse modes are most dangerous for almost all ranges of
the Hartmann number. For the cases of thermally insulating boundaries, the
magnetic field stabilizes instability modes, longitudinal and transverse, very ef-
ficiently. Thermally conducting walls cause the most dangerous instabilities at
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the higher values of Ha, appearing as a result of unstable thermal stratification
zones.
It has been shown that the inductionless approximation is valid for the values
of magnetic Prandtl number up to Prm = 10 4 for the range of Ha considered
here. Further increase of Prm will cause a divergence between di↵erent modes,
depending on the boundary conditions, and on the values of critical parameters.
For Prm ! 0 the electrical boundary conditions show no e↵ect on the transverse
instabilities, but an increase of the value of magnetic Prandtl number results in
a divergence between the two cases of electromagnetic boundary conditions.
For the case of electrically insulating boundaries there are new transverse in-
stabilities appearing for small ranges of Prm. These new instabilities, with no
counterparts in the inductionless approximation, are shown to be the most dan-
gerous up to high values of Ha. Specifically, for the case of both thermally and
electrically insulating boundaries, a new transverse stationary instability of mag-
netic origin is observed for Prm = 10 1. For the case of thermally conducting and
electrically insulating walls, two kinds of new instabilities appear at very narrow
ranges of Prm: a new oscillatory instability for Prm = 10 2.5 and a stationary
instability for Prm = 10 2, which originates from the low Ha stationary mode.
The main conclusion for the convective flow in a vertical layer with inter-
nal heating, considered in Chapter 6, is that the origin of the instability is two
inflection points in the basic velocity profile. These instabilities clearly have a
hydrodynamic origin and smoothly extend up to Ha = 100. Further investiga-
tion is required to determine the behavior of the flow for Ha > 100, as this may
involve the instabilities of the Hartmann layers at the walls perpendicular to the
magnetic field. This will most probably occur at much higher values of the critical
Grashof number. On the other hand it may also happen that these instabilities
are fully suppressed by a high magnetic field, as the basic velocity decreases here
in amplitude Ha 2.
The present study has highlighted a number of topics on which further re-
search would be beneficial. Further studies need to address the problem of inter-
nal heating sources in di↵erent configurations and the analysis of the validity of
inductionless approximation in systems with di↵erent orientations of the exter-
nally applied magnetic field.
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The initial goal of this work was to show the evidence of Alfvén wave propaga-
tion in liquid metals. The results obtained suggest that the Alfvénic oscillations
appear for the values of Prm above the range for liquid metals. However, there
is a number of additional research areas for exploring the possibility of Alfvén
wave propagation even for very small Prm. These include the cases of horizontal
magnetic field applied along the flow.
The present study involves an infinite fluid layer, which allows very accurate
analysis of instabilities from the fundamental point of view. The natural direction
for future research includes more realistic configurations. Hence, further investi-
gation needs to address the flows in finite cavities, as the sidewall regions strongly
modify the problem.
Much research remains to be done on topics with reference to liquid metal
blankets for a fusion reactor. Particularly, the problem of linear stability of a
vertical fluid layer with horizontal temperature gradient and internal heating
sources needs to be considered both in the inductionless approximation and for
non-zero magnetic Prandtl numbers.
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Appendix A: Nomenclature
(x, y, z) Cartesian coordinates
r = [@x, @y, @z, ] nabla operator








Bw magnetic field inside a solid wall
D electric induction
E electric field
êg unit vector in the gravity direction
êx, êy, êz unit vectors in the x , y  and z  directions
f density of body forces
fm body forces per unit mass
fV body forces per unit volume
g gravity
H magnetic field intensity
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h heat conduction vector
I unity tensor
j electric current density
n unit vector normal to the wall
⇡ stress tensor
⌧ tangential unit vector
v fluid velocity
Dimensional scalar variables and constants
a adiabatic speed of sound
c speed of light in vacuum















  thermal expansion coe cient


























Prm magnetic Prandtl number
Q dimensionless internal heat sources
Ra Rayleigh number
Rem magnetic Reynolds number
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Appendix B: Matlab code
global Gr Pr Ha N kx ky z zv D1 D2 aas D2c D3 D3t D4c D4 I freq bc...
Prm no asym D1t D2t D1c V Lam mgr ind k_crit induction Q
% bc 1 thermal conducting + electrical conducting + longitudinal
% bc 2 thermal conducting + electrical conducting + transverse
% bc 3 thermal insulating + electrical conducting + longitudinal
% bc 4 thermal insulating + electrical conducting + transverse
% bc 5 thermal insulating + electrical insulating + longitudinal
% bc 6 thermal insulating + electrical insulating + transverse
% bc 7 thermal conducting + electrical insulating + longitudinal
% bc 8 thermal conducting + electrical insulating + transverse
% bc 9 RB ellectrically insulating
% bc 10 RB electrically conducting
% bc 12 vertical thermal conducting + electrical conducting + transv
% bc 18 vertical thermal conducting + electrical insulating + transv
induction = 0 % induction = 0 = inductionless approximation
% induction = 1 = induction eq. included
% values
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asym = 400 ; Pr = 0.015 ; Q = 1 ; Prm = 10^(-1) ; N = 56 ; bc = 12 ;
% guess
Gr = 90*10^4 ; k_crit0 = 2.2 ;
%range
pocz = 1 ; kon = 3; points = 10 ; delta = (kon-pocz)/points; no = 0 ;
for j = pocz:delta:kon
Ha = 10^j ; no = no+1 ;
[z,D] = chebdif(N,4); % size (DM = M);
D1 = D(:,:,1); D2 = D(:,:,2); D3 = D(:,:,3); D4 = D(:,:,4);
[zzz, D4c] = cheb4c(N);
pion = diag(zeros(N-2)); poz = diag(zeros(N)); poz = poz’;
if induction == 1
if bc==1 || bc==3 || bc==4 || bc==5 || bc==6 || bc==7 ...
|| bc==8 || bc==9
I = eye(N);
D4c = horzcat(pion,D4c,pion); D4c = vertcat(poz,D4c,poz);
elseif bc == 10 || bc == 2
D1 = D1(2:N-1,2:N-1); D2 = D2(2:N-1,2:N-1);
D3 = D3(2:N-1,2:N-1);
z = z(2:N-1); I = eye(N-2) ;
end
elseif induction == 0
if bc==3 || bc==4 || bc==5 || bc==6 || bc==7 || bc==8
I = eye(N);
D4c = horzcat(pion,D4c,pion); D4c = vertcat(poz,D4c,poz);
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elseif bc == 1 || bc == 2 || bc == 11 || bc == 12
D1 = D1(2:N-1,2:N-1); D2 = D2(2:N-1,2:N-1);
z = z(2:N-1); I = eye(N-2);
end
end
zv = z ; % VECTOR
z = diag(z); % MATRIX
if bc == 2 || bc == 4 || bc == 6 || bc ==8 || bc == 9 || bc == 10 ...
|| bc == 12
ky = 0; % TRANSVERSE
elseif bc == 1 || bc == 3 || bc == 5 || bc ==7 || bc == 11










function Gr_crit = fun_kx(k1)
global Gr Pr Ha N kx ky z zv D1 D2 aas D2c D3 D3t D4c D4 I freq ...
bc Prm no asym D1t D2t D1c V Lam mgr ind k_crit induction Q
if bc == 2 || bc == 4 || bc == 6 || bc ==8 || bc == 9 || bc == 10 ...
|| bc == 12 || bc == 18
kx = k1; % TRANSVERSE
elseif bc == 1 || bc == 3 || bc == 5 || bc ==7






function ev = eigenvalue(Gr1)
global Gr Pr Ha N kx ky z zv D1 D2 aas D2c D3 D3t D4c D4 I freq bc ...
Prm no asym D1t D2t D1c V Lam mgr ind k_crit induction Q
Gr = Gr1;





k2 = ky*ky + kx*kx; kk = sqrt(k2);
g = [kk,1,0;-kk,1,0]; [xt,D2t,D1t,D3t,phip,phim]=cheb2bc(N,g);
gd = [0,1,0;0,1,0]; [xtd,D2td,D1td,D3td,phipd,phimd]=cheb2bc(N,gd);
gv = [1,1,0;1,1,0]; [xtv,D2tv,D1tv,D3tv,phipv,phimv]=cheb2bc(N,gv);
if induction == 1
if bc==1 || bc==3 || bc==4 || bc==5 || bc==6 || bc==7 || bc==8 || bc==9
I1 = I(2:N-1,2:N-1); pion = diag(zeros(N-2)); poz = diag(zeros(N));
poz = poz’; I1 = horzcat(pion,I1,pion); I1 = vertcat(poz,I1,poz);
D1c = I1*D1*I1 ; D2c = I1*D2*I1; D3c = I1*D3*I1 ;
DD = -1*k2*I + D2 ; DDc = -1*k2*I + D2c ;
DDtd = -1*k2*I + D2td ; DDt = -1*k2*I + D2t ;
DD4c = D4c - 2*k2*D2c + k2*k2*I ; DD4 = D4c - 2*k2*D2 + k2*k2*I ;
elseif bc == 10 || bc == 2
DD = -1*k2*I + D2 ;
DD4c = D4c - 2*k2*D2 + k2*k2*I ; DD4 = D4c - 2*k2*D2 + k2*k2*I ;
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end
elseif induction == 0
if bc==3 || bc==4 || bc==5 || bc==6 || bc==7 || bc==8 || bc == 18
I1 = I(2:N-1,2:N-1); pion = diag(zeros(N-2)); poz = diag(zeros(N));
poz = poz’; I1 = horzcat(pion,I1,pion); I1 = vertcat(poz,I1,poz);
D1c = I1*D1*I1 ; D2c = I1*D2*I1; D3c = I1*D3*I1 ;
DD = -1*k2*I + D2 ; DDc = -1*k2*I + D2c ;
DDtd = -1*k2*I + D2td ; DDt = -1*k2*I + D2t ;
DD4c = D4c - 2*k2*D2c + k2*k2*I ; DD4 = D4c - 2*k2*D2 + k2*k2*I ;
elseif bc == 1 || bc == 2 || bc == 11 || bc == 12
DD = -1*k2*I + D2 ; DD4 = D4c - 2*k2*D2 + k2*k2*I ;
end
end
% basic flow profiles
ep = exp(Ha*(zv-diag(I))) ; em = exp(-Ha*(zv+diag(I))) ; b = 1/(sinh(Ha)) ;
if Ha <= asym
if bc==1 || bc==2 || bc==7 || bc==8 || bc==9 || bc==10 || bc==11 ...
|| bc==12
Dtemp = (1/6)*diag(I) - (1/(Ha*Ha))*diag(I) ;
elseif bc == 3 || bc == 4 || bc ==5 || bc == 6 || bc == 18
Dtemp = 0.5*diag(I) - ((cosh(Ha))/(Ha*sinh(Ha)))*diag(I) ;
end
B1_short = 0.5*diag(I) - 0.5*zv.^2 + ...
(1/(Ha*sinh(Ha)))*(cosh(Ha*zv)-cosh(Ha)*diag(I)) ;
u_short = zv - b*sinh(Ha*zv) ;
dzu_short = diag(I) - b*Ha*cosh(Ha*zv) ;
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dz2u = -Gr* b* sinh(Ha*zv) ;
dz2u_short = - b* sinh(Ha*zv) ;
dzto_short= ( (1/Ha)*b*cosh(Ha*zv) - 0.5*zv.^2 + Dtemp );
dzto_short = diag(dzto_short);
else
if bc==1 || bc==2 || bc==7 || bc==8 || bc==9 || bc==1 || bc ==10 ...
|| bc==11 || bc==12
Dtemp = (1/6)*diag(I) - (1/(Ha*Ha))*diag(I) ;
elseif bc == 3 || bc == 4 || bc ==5 || bc == 6 || bc == 18
Dtemp = 0.5*diag(I) - (1/Ha)*diag(I) ;
end
B1_short = ((ep+em)/(Ha)) + 0.5*diag(I) - 0.5*zv.^2 - (1/Ha) ;
u_short = zv + em - ep ;
dzu_short = diag(I) -Ha*em - Ha*ep ;
dz2u = -Gr* (ep - em) ;
dz2u_short = -(ep - em) ;




B1_short = diag(B1_short) ; u_short = diag(u_short);
dzu_short = diag(dzu_short) ; dz2u = diag(dz2u) ;
dz2u_short = diag(dz2u_short) ; dzto = Pr*(Gr/(Ha*Ha)) * dzto_short ;
Ha2Prm = Ha*Ha*Prm ;
u = (Gr/(Ha*Ha))*u_short; dzu = (Gr/(Ha*Ha))*dzu_short;
if bc==11 || bc==12 || bc == 18
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if Ha <= asym
To = -0.5*Pr*Q*zv.^2 + diag(I) +0.5*Pr*Q*diag(I) ;
To = diag(To) ; dzTov = -Pr*Q*zv ; dzTov = diag(dzTov) ;
C4=0 ; C3 = (Gr/Ha)*(Pr/Ha)*Q ; si = sinh(Ha) ; co = cosh(Ha) ;
C5 = (C3/6)*(3*si-Ha*co)/(Ha*co-si) ;
C2 = Ha*(Ha/co)*(Ha/4)*(C3+2*C5) ; C1 = -C2 ;
uov = (C1/(Ha*Ha*Ha))*exp(Ha*zv) - (C2/(Ha*Ha*Ha))*exp(-Ha*zv) + ...
0.5*C3*zv.^2 + C4*zv + C5*diag(I) ; uov = diag(uov) ;
dzuov = (C1/(Ha*Ha))*exp(Ha*zv) + (C2/(Ha*Ha))*exp(-Ha*zv) + C3*zv + ...
C4*diag(I) ; dzuov = diag(dzuov) ;
dz2uov = (C1/(Ha))*exp(Ha*zv) - (C2/(Ha))*exp(-Ha*zv) + C3*diag(I) ;
dz2uov = diag(dz2uov) ;
else
To = -0.5*Pr*Q*zv.^2 + diag(I) +0.5*Pr*Q*diag(I) ; To = diag(To) ;
dzTov = -Pr*Q*zv ; dzTov = diag(dzTov) ;
C4=0 ; C3 = (Gr/Ha)*(Pr/Ha)*Q ; C5 = ((3-Ha)/(6*Ha-6))*C3 ;
C2 = Ha*Ha*Ha*Ha*C3*(1/(3*Ha-3))*(1/exp(Ha)) ; C1 = -C2 ;
uov = (C1/(Ha*Ha*Ha))*exp(Ha*zv) - (C2/(Ha*Ha*Ha))*exp(-Ha*zv) + ...
0.5*C3*zv.^2 + C4*zv + C5*diag(I) ; uov = diag(uov) ;
dzuov = (C1/(Ha*Ha))*exp(Ha*zv) + (C2/(Ha*Ha))*exp(-Ha*zv) + ...
C3*zv + C4*diag(I) ; dzuov = diag(dzuov) ;
dz2uov = (C1/(Ha))*exp(Ha*zv) - (C2/(Ha))*exp(-Ha*zv) + C3*diag(I) ;




% generalized eigenvalue A*V=lambda*B*V
if induction ==1
if bc == 1
A11 = ( DDc ) ;
A12 = I1*( dzu_short*1i*ky ) ;




A21 = zeros(N) ;
A22 = DD4c ;
A23 = ( (D3c-k2*D1c)) ;
A24 = zeros(N);
A25 = -(Gr) * ( k2 *I) ;
B22 = DDc ;
A31 = zeros(N) ;
A32 = Ha*Ha*D1 ;
A33 = DDc ;
A34 = zeros(N) ;
A35 = zeros(N) ;
B33 = Prm*I ;
A41 = Ha*Ha*( D1 ) ;
A42 = - (Prm*Ha*Ha)*I1*( 1i*ky*u_short ) ;
A43 = -(Prm) *I1*( 1i*ky*dzu_short ) ;




A51 = -(Gr/(Ha*Ha))* ( 1i*(ky/k2)*I1*dxto*I1 ) ;
A52 = - ( I1*dzto*I1 ) ;
A53 = zeros(N);
A54 = zeros(N);
A55 = ( (1/Pr)*DDc ) ;
B55 = I1;
elseif bc == 2
A22 = ( DD4 ) +1i*kx*Gr*(-(1/(Ha*Ha))*u_short*DD + dz2u_short );
A23 = (Gr/(Ha*Ha))*1i*kx *I*( B1_short*DD + dzu_short ) +...
(1/Prm)*((D3-k2*D1)) ;
A25 = -(Gr) * ( k2*I ) ;
B22 = DD ;
A32 = Gr*Prm*1i*kx*I*B1_short + Ha*Ha*( D1 ) ;
A33 = (1/Prm)*DD - (Gr/(Ha*Ha))*1i*kx*u_short ;
A35 = zeros(N-2) ;
B33 = I ;
A52 = - (I*dzto ) - 1i*(1/kx)*dxto*D1 ;
A53 = zeros(N-2);
A55 = ( (1/Pr)*DD ) - (Gr/(Ha*Ha))*1i*kx*I*u_short ;
B55 = I;
elseif bc == 3
A11 = ( DDc ) ;
A12 = ( dzu_short*1i*ky ) ;





A21 = zeros(N) ;
A22 = DD4c ;
A23 = (1/Prm)*((D3c-k2*D1c)) ;
A24 = zeros(N);
A25 = -(Gr/(Ha*Ha)) * ( k2 *I1) ;
B22 = DDc ;
A31 = zeros(N) ;
A32 = Ha*Ha*D1 ;
A33 = (1/Prm)*DDc ;
A34 = zeros(N) ;
A35 = zeros(N) ;
B33 = I ;
A41 = ( D1 ) ;
A42 = - (Prm)*I*( 1i*ky*u_short ) ;
A43 = -(1/(Ha*Ha)) *I*( 1i*ky*dzu_short ) ;
A44 = ( -1*I*k2 + D2td ) ;
A45 = zeros(N);
B44 = Prm*I;
A51 = -(Gr)* ( 1i*(ky/k2)*dxto ) ;
A52 = - Pr*Gr*( dzto_short) ;
A53 = zeros(N);
A54 = zeros(N);
A55 = ( (1/Pr)*DDtd ) ;
B55 = I;
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elseif bc == 4
A21 = zeros(N) ;
A22 = ( DD4c ) +1i*kx*( -(Gr/(Ha*Ha))*u_short*DDc + dz2u ) ;
A23 = Prm*Gr*1i*kx*( B1_short*DDc + dzu_short ) + (Ha*Ha)*((D3c-k2*D1c)) ;
A24 = zeros(N);
A25 = -(Gr) * ( k2*I1 ) ;
B22 = DDc ;
A31 = zeros(N) ;
A32 = Gr*Prm*1i*kx*B1_short + Ha*Ha*( D1c ) ;
A33 = Ha*Ha*DDc - Gr*Prm*1i*kx*u_short ;
A34 = zeros(N) ;
A35 = zeros(N) ;
B33 = Ha2Prm*I ;
A51 = zeros(N) ;
A52 = - ( I1*dzto ) - 1i*(1/kx)*dxto*D1c ;
A53 = zeros(N);
A54 = zeros(N);
A55 = ( (1/Pr)*DDtd ) - (Gr/(Ha*Ha))*1i*kx*u_short ;
B55 = I;
elseif bc == 5
A11 = ( DDc ) ;
A12 = ( dzu_short*1i*ky) ;





A21 = zeros(N) ;
A22 = Prm*DD4c ;
A23 = I1*(1/Prm)*( (D3t-k2*D1t)) ;
A24 = zeros(N);
A25 = -(Gr/(Ha*Ha)) * ( k2 *I1) ;
B22 = Prm*DDc ;
A31 = zeros(N) ;
A32 = Ha*Ha*D1c ;
A33 = (1/Prm)*DDt ;
A34 = zeros(N) ;
A35 = zeros(N) ;
B33 = I ;
A41 = ( D1c ) ;
A42 = - (Prm)*( 1i*ky*u_short ) ;
A43 = -(1/(Ha*Ha)) *I1*( 1i*ky*dzu_short ) ;
A44 = ( -1*I*k2 + D2c ) ;
A45 = zeros(N);
B44 = Prm*I;
A51 = -(Gr)* I1*( 1i*(ky/k2)*I*dxto ) ;
A52 = - Pr*Gr*( I1*dzto_short ) ;
A53 = zeros(N);
A54 = zeros(N);
A55 = ( 1/Pr)*DDtd ;
B55 = I;
elseif bc == 6
A21 = zeros(N) ;
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A22 = ( DD4c ) +1i*kx*( -(Gr/(Ha*Ha))*u_short*DDc + dz2u ) ;
A23 = Prm*Gr*1i*kx *( B1_short*I1*DDt + I1*dzu_short ) +...
(Ha*Ha)*(I1*(D3t-k2*D1t)) ;
A24 = zeros(N);
A25 = -(Gr) * ( k2*I1 ) ;
B22 = DDc ;
A31 = zeros(N) ;
A32 = Gr*Prm*1i*kx*I1*B1_short + Ha*Ha*( D1c ) ;
A33 = Ha*Ha*DDt - Gr*Prm*1i*kx*u_short ;
A34 = zeros(N) ;
A35 = zeros(N) ;
B33 = Ha2Prm*I ;
A51 = zeros(N) ;
A52 = - ( I1*dzto ) - 1i*(1/kx)*dxto*D1c ;
A53 = zeros(N);
A54 = zeros(N);
A55 = ( (1/Pr)*DDtd ) - (Gr/(Ha*Ha))*1i*kx*u_short ;
B55 = I;
elseif bc == 7
A11 = ( DDc ) ;
A12 = ( dzu_short*1i*ky ) ;
A13 = Prm *I1*( 1i*ky*u_short ) ;
A14 = D1c ;
A15 = zeros(N);
B11 = I;
A21 = zeros(N) ;
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A22 = DD4c ;
A23 = ( I1*(D3t-k2*D1t)) ;
A24 = zeros(N);
A25 = -(Gr) * ( k2 *I1) ;
B22 = DDc ;
A31 = zeros(N) ;
A32 = Ha*Ha*D1c ;
A33 = D2t - k2*I ;
A34 = zeros(N) ;
A35 = zeros(N) ;
B33 = Prm*I ;
A41 = Ha*Ha*( D1c ) ;
A42 = - (Prm*Ha*Ha)*( 1i*ky*u_short ) ;
A43 = -(Prm) *I1*( 1i*ky*dzu_short ) ;
A44 = DDc ;
A45 = zeros(N);
B44 = Prm*I;
A51 = -(Gr/(Ha*Ha))*( 1i*(ky/k2)*I1*dxto*I1 ) ;
A52 = - ( I1*dzto*I1 ) ;
A53 = zeros(N);
A54 = zeros(N);
A55 = ( (1/Pr)*DDc ) ;
B55 = I1;
elseif bc == 8
A22 = ( DD4c ) +1i*kx*( -(Gr/(Ha*Ha))*u_short*DDc + dz2u ) ;
A23 = Prm*Gr*(1/(Ha*Ha))*1i*kx *( B1_short*I1*DDt + I1*dzu_short ) + ...
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(I1*(D3t-k2*D1t)) ;
A25 = -(Gr) * ( k2*I ) ;
B22 = DDc ;
A32 = Gr*Prm*1i*kx*I*B1_short + Ha*Ha*( D1 ) ;
A33 = DDt - Gr*Prm*(1/(Ha*Ha))*1i*kx*u_short ;
A35 = zeros(N) ;
B33 = Prm*I ;
A52 = - ( I1*dzto ) - 1i*(1/kx)*dxto*D1c ;
A53 = zeros(N);
A55 = ( (1/Pr)*DDc ) - (Gr/(Ha*Ha))*1i*kx*I1*u_short ;
B55 = I1;
elseif bc == 9
A21 = zeros(N) ;
A22 = (1/(Ha*Ha))*( DD4c ) ;
A23 = I1*(D3t-k2*D1t) ;
A24 = zeros(N);
A25 = - ( k2*I1 ) ;
B22 = (1/(Ha*Ha))*DDc ;
A31 = zeros(N) ;
A32 = ( D1) ;
A33 = DDt;
A34 = zeros(N) ;
A35 = zeros(N) ;
B33 = (Prm)*I ;
A51 = zeros(N) ;




A55 = ( (1/Pr)*DDc );
B55 = I ;
elseif bc == 10
A21 = zeros(N-2) ;
A22 = (1/(Ha*Ha))*( DD4 ) ;
A23 = ((D3-k2*D1)) ;
A24 = zeros(N-2);
A25 = -( k2*I ) ;
B22 = (1/(Ha*Ha))*DD ;
A31 = zeros(N-2) ;
A32 = ( D1 ) ;
A33 = DD;
A34 = zeros(N-2) ;
A35 = zeros(N-2) ;
B33 = Prm*I ;




A55 = ( (1/Pr)*DD );
B55 = I;
end
if bc==1 || bc==8 || bc==3 || bc==4 || bc==5 || bc==6 || bc==7 || bc==9
B12 = zeros(N) ; B13 = zeros(N) ; B14 = zeros(N) ; B15 = zeros(N) ;
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B21 = zeros(N) ; B23 = zeros(N) ; B24 = zeros(N) ; B25 = zeros(N) ;
B31 = zeros(N) ; B32 = zeros(N) ; B34 = zeros(N) ; B35 = zeros(N) ;
B41 = zeros(N) ; B42 = zeros(N) ; B43 = zeros(N) ; B45 = zeros(N) ;
B51 = zeros(N) ; B52 = zeros(N) ; B53 = zeros(N) ; B54 = zeros(N) ;
elseif bc == 10 || bc == 2
B12 = zeros(N-2) ; B13 = zeros(N-2) ; B14 = zeros(N-2) ; B15 = zeros(N-2);
B21 = zeros(N-2) ; B23 = zeros(N-2) ; B24 = zeros(N-2) ; B25 = zeros(N-2);
B31 = zeros(N-2) ; B32 = zeros(N-2) ; B34 = zeros(N-2) ; B35 = zeros(N-2);
B41 = zeros(N-2) ; B42 = zeros(N-2) ; B43 = zeros(N-2) ; B45 = zeros(N-2);
B51 = zeros(N-2) ; B52 = zeros(N-2) ; B53 = zeros(N-2) ; B54 = zeros(N-2);
end
if bc == 2 || bc == 4 || bc == 6 || bc ==8 || bc == 9 || bc == 10
A = [ A22, A23, A25 ; A32, A33, A35 ; A52, A53, A55 ] ;
B = [ B22, B23, B25 ; B32, B33, B35 ; B52, B53, B55 ] ;
elseif bc == 1 || bc == 3 || bc == 5 || bc ==7
A = [A11, A12, A13, A14, A15; A21, A22, A23, A24, A25; A31, A32, ...
A33, A34, A35; A41, A42, A43, A44, A45; A51, A52, A53, A54, A55];
B = [B11, B12, B13, B14, B15; B21, B22, B23, B24, B25; B31, B32, ...
B33, B34, B35; B41, B42, B43, B44, B45; B51, B52, B53, B54, B55];
end
elseif induction == 0
if bc == 1
A11 = DD - Ha*Ha*I -Ha*Ha*k2*inv(DD);
A12 = 1i*ky*dzu_short*I;









A13 = zeros(N-2) ; A21 = zeros(N-2) ; B12 = zeros(N-2) ; B13 = zeros(N-2);
B21 = zeros(N-2) ; B23 = zeros(N-2) ; B31 = zeros(N-2) ; B32 = zeros(N-2);
A = [A11, A12, A13; A21, A22, A23; A31, A32, A33];
B = [B11, B12, B13; B21, B22, B23; B31, B32, B33];
elseif bc == 2




A22 = DD4 - Ha*Ha*D2 - u*1i*kx*DD + 1i*kx*dz2u*I ;
A23 = -Gr*k2*I;
A31 = zeros(N-2);
A32 = -I*dzto - dxto*((1i*kx)/(k2))*D1;




B12 = zeros(N-2) ; B13 = zeros(N-2) ; B21 = zeros(N-2);
B23 = zeros(N-2) ; B31 = zeros(N-2) ; B32 = zeros(N-2);
A = [A11, A12, A13; A21, A22, A23; A31, A32, A33] ;
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B = [B11, B12, B13; B21, B22, B23; B31, B32, B33] ;
elseif bc == 3;















B12 = zeros(N) ; B13 = zeros(N) ; B21 = zeros(N);
B23 = zeros(N) ; B31 = zeros(N) ; B32 = zeros(N);
A = [A11, A12, A13; A21, A22, A23; A31, A32, A33];
B = [B11, B12, B13; B21, B22, B23; B31, B32, B33];
elseif bc == 4
A00 = Ha*Ha*D2c*inv(DDc) ; A00 = A00(2:N-1,2:N-1);
A00 = horzcat(pion,A00,pion) ; A00 = vertcat(poz,A00,poz) ;











A32 = -I*dzto - dxto*((1i*kx)/(k2))*D1;




B12 = zeros(N) ; B13 = zeros(N) ; B21 = zeros(N);
B23 = zeros(N) ; B31 = zeros(N) ; B32 = zeros(N);
A = [A11, A12, A13; A21, A22, A23; A31, A32, A33];
B = [B11, B12, B13; B21, B22, B23; B31, B32, B33];
elseif bc == 5
A00 = Ha*Ha*D2td*inv(DDtd) ; A00 = A00(2:N-1,2:N-1) ;
A00 = horzcat(pion,A00,pion) ; A00 = vertcat(poz,A00,poz);
















B12 = zeros(N) ; B13 = zeros(N) ; B21 = zeros(N);
B23 = zeros(N) ; B31 = zeros(N) ; B32 = zeros(N);
A = [A11, A12, A13; A21, A22, A23; A31, A32, A33];
B = [B11, B12, B13; B21, B22, B23; B31, B32, B33];
elseif bc == 6
A00 = Ha*Ha*D2td*inv(DDtd) ; A00 = A00(2:N-1,2:N-1);
A00 = horzcat(pion,A00,pion) ; A00 = vertcat(poz,A00,poz);
A11 = DDc -u*1i*kx*I - A00 ;
A12 = zeros(N) ;
A13 = zeros(N) ;
A21 = zeros(N);
A22 = DD4c - Ha*Ha*D2c - u*1i*kx*DDc + 1i*kx*dz2u*I ;
A23 = -Gr*k2*I ;
A23 = A23(2:N-1,2:N-1) ;
A23 = horzcat(pion,A23,pion) ;
A23 = vertcat(poz,A23,poz) ;
A31 = zeros(N) ;
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A32 = -I*dzto - dxto*((1i*kx)/(k2))*D1 ;




B12 = zeros(N) ; B13 = zeros(N) ; B21 = zeros(N);
B23 = zeros(N) ; B31 = zeros(N) ; B32 = zeros(N);
A = [A11, A12, A13; A21, A22, A23; A31, A32, A33];
B = [B11, B12, B13; B21, B22, B23; B31, B32, B33];
elseif bc == 7
A11 = DDc - Ha*Ha*I1*D2td*inv(DDtd)*I1 ;
A12 = 1i*ky*dzu*I ;
A13 = zeros(N) ;
A21 = zeros(N) ;
A22 = DD4c - Ha*Ha*D2c ;
A23 = -Gr*k2*I ;
A31 = -I1*dxto*((1i*ky)/(k2)) ;
A32 = -I1*dzto ;
A33 = (1/Pr)*DDc ;
B11 = I ;
B22 = DDc;
B33 = I1;
B12 = zeros(N) ; B13 = zeros(N) ; B21 = zeros(N);
B23 = zeros(N) ; B31 = zeros(N) ; B32 = zeros(N);
A = [A11, A12, A13; A21, A22, A23; A31, A32, A33];
B = [B11, B12, B13; B21, B22, B23; B31, B32, B33];
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elseif bc == 8
A00 = Ha*Ha*D2td*inv(DDtd) ; A00 = A00(2:N-1,2:N-1);
A00 = horzcat(pion,A00,pion) ; A00 = vertcat(poz,A00,poz);
A11 = DDc -u*1i*kx*I - A00 ;
A12 = zeros(N) ;
A13 = zeros(N) ;
A21 = zeros(N);
A22 = DD4c - Ha*Ha*D2c - u*1i*kx*DDc + 1i*kx*dz2u*I ;
A23 = -Gr*k2*I ;
A31 = zeros(N) ;
A32 = -I1*dzto - dxto*((1i*kx)/(k2))*D1c ;
A32 = A32(2:N-1,2:N-1) ;
A32 = horzcat(pion,A32,pion) ;
A32 = vertcat(poz,A32,poz) ;




B12 = zeros(N) ; B13 = zeros(N) ; B21 = zeros(N);
B23 = zeros(N) ; B31 = zeros(N) ; B32 = zeros(N);
A = [A11, A12, A13; A21, A22, A23; A31, A32, A33];
B = [B11, B12, B13; B21, B22, B23; B31, B32, B33];
elseif bc == 12
A11= DD -uov*1i*kx*I - Ha*Ha*D2*inv(DD) ;
A12 = zeros(N-2) ;
A13 = zeros(N-2) ;
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A21 = zeros(N-2) ;
A22 = DD4 - Ha*Ha*D2 - uov*1i*kx*DD + 1i*kx*dz2uov*I ;
A23 = +Gr*1i*kx*D1 ;
A31 = zeros(N-2) ;
A32 = -I*dzTov ;
A33 = -1i*uov*kx*I + (1/Pr)*DD ;
B11 = I ;
B22 = DD ;
B33 = I ;
B12 = zeros(N-2) ; B13 = zeros(N-2) ; B21 = zeros(N-2) ;
B23 = zeros(N-2) ; B31 = zeros(N-2) ; B32 = zeros(N-2) ;
A = [A11, A12, A13; A21, A22, A23; A31, A32, A33];
B = [B11, B12, B13; B21, B22, B23; B31, B32, B33];
elseif bc == 18
A00 = Ha*Ha*D2td*inv(DDtd) ; A00 = A00(2:N-1,2:N-1) ;
A00 = horzcat(pion,A00,pion) ; A00 = vertcat(poz,A00,poz) ;
A11= DDc -uov*1i*kx*I - A00;
A12 = zeros(N) ;
A13 = zeros(N) ;
A21 = zeros(N) ;
A22 = DD4c - Ha*Ha*D2c - uov*1i*kx*DDc + 1i*kx*dz2uov*I ;
A23 = +Gr*1i*kx*D1c ;
A31 = zeros(N) ;
A32 = -I1*dzTov ;
A33 = -1i*uov*kx*I1 + (1/Pr)*DDc ;
B11 = I ;
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B22 = DDc ;
B33 = I1 ;
B12 = zeros(N) ; B13 = zeros(N) ; B21 = zeros(N) ;
B23 = zeros(N) ; B31 = zeros(N) ; B32 = zeros(N);
A = [A11, A12, A13; A21, A22, A23; A31, A32, A33];
B = [B11, B12, B13; B21, B22, B23; B31, B32, B33];
end
end
[V,Lam] = eig(A,B) ;
re = real(diag(Lam)) ; im = imag(diag(Lam)) ; [mgr,ind] = max(re);
ee = diag(Lam) ; [ereal,is] = sort(-real(ee)) ;
es = ee(is) ; esmax = es(1) ;
freq1 = imag(esmax) ; freq1 = abs(freq1) ;






if ev1 == Inf
ev = 100000000000;
else
ev = ev1;
end
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